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ABSTRACT

Tandazo, Aurea S. M.S.A.B.E., Purdue University, December 2013. Properties of Gluten
Free Dough Systems. Major Professors: Osvaldo Campanella and Bruce Hamaker.

Bread is the one of the oldest processed foods and a major wheat based product. The
basic process involves mixing of ingredients until the flour is converted into dough,
followed by baking the dough into a loaf. A very important step in breadmaking is to
know how to make good quality dough. However, the increasing knowledge of people
being diagnosed with celiac disease (gluten intolerance) has encouraged scientists to
develop healthier and better quality gluten-free products that would greatly improve the
quality of life of celiac patients. The main objective of this study was to create a dough
system composed of mainly maize proteins that would be able to reproduce same
rheological properties as wheat gluten in breadmaking. The dough composites were made
of Zein + co-protein + starch and were mixed at 25°C and 35°C. Three types of starches
(corn, wheat, and rice) were used to better understand the interaction between starch and
the proteins. Also, four different co-proteins (casein, sodium caseinate, gliadin and
glutenin) were added to the system to determine the effect in zein functionality and its
contribution to the viscoelastic dough system. Each sample was subjected to frequency
test in a DHR-3 Rheometer and to lubricated squeezing flow test in order to determine
the rheological properties of each dough sample such as phase angle (δ), complex

xiii
modulus (G*), and extensional viscosity (μb). Moreover the glass transition temperatures
of the different protein + starch samples were analyzed using the oscillatory squeezing
flow technique. In small and large deformation tests, rice starch doughs showed similar
or slightly improved rheological properties when compared to gluten. Rice starch doughs
also showed a lower glass transition temperature than gluten doughs when mixed at both
temperatures when tested under OSF method. Overall, not only protein plays an
important role when making bread dough. Similar wheat flour dough properties can be
obtained with corn and rice starch when mixed with zein and other co-proteins at 35°C.
The glass transition temperature plays an important role in determining zein’s behavior in
a dough system. Addition of co-protein showed to have an effect in dough formation
when zein becomes more mobile at 35°C.

1

CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Celiac disease or gluten sensitive enteropathy is an autoimmune disease that
compromises the small intestine (Lee & Newman, 2003). It presents at any age (often
cases in childhood) and it is triggered by the ingestion of gluten, a storage protein found
in wheat, rye, and barley (Catassi & Fasano, 2008). Worldwide, it is one of the most
common lifelong disorders and can lead to long-term complications such as osteoporosis,
cancer, and infertility (Catassi & Fasano, 2008). High prevalence of celiac disease has
been reported in Western countries (Lee & Newman, 2003). Recent studies by the Celiac
Disease Foundation have reported that 1 in every 133 Americans is affected by the
disease. Furthermore, it has been found that celiac disease has increased in areas of the
developing world, such as North Africa, Middle East, and India, contributing to
childhood morbidity and mortality (Catassi & Fasano, 2008). The only known and
successful treatment for these patients is a life-long gluten-free diet. However, the lack of
healthy and appetizing gluten-free products has contributed to the patients’ difficulty in
carrying out daily and social activities, which negatively impacts their lifestyle (Lee &
Newman, 2003). Thus, the development of healthier and better quality gluten-free
products would greatly improve celiac disease patients’ quality of life while at the same
time helping treat the disease.
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Nowadays, the increasing demand for gluten-free products has encouraged
companies to develop products that do not include any gluten in it. There are some
products in the market such as pasta, snacks, and beverages that have been introduced for
celiac disease patients. On the other hand, bread is the most important wheat based
product that is out there and efforts to develop gluten-free bread have increased over the
past decade or so. Baked products are very popular throughout the globe and remain the
predominant application for wheat starch in particular. No matter race, age, gender, or
nationality, baked goods such as bread, crackers, cakes and pastries are consumed daily
everywhere. Bread, for instance, is a staple food that is traditionally prepared from wheat
flour among other ingredients and it is now established as an integral part of many
modern diets. Wheat-based breads provide significant sources of protein, starch, fiber,
vitamins and minerals. Although, the nutritional contributions are greatest in wholewheat breads since they require conversion of 100% of the grain into flour. Many
consider bread one of the oldest processed foods in the world and one of the most
complex food systems. There is no exact date of when it was discovered; though, it
probably started in the Middle East where the cereal farming is said to be originated
(Cauvain & Young, 2007).
Moreover, in African countries, the relatively inexpensive import of wheat has
caused displacement of production and consumption of other cereals such as maize.
According to FAO (2009), the imports of wheat is double that of maize with 30.3 million
metric tons per year in comparison to 14.9 metric tons per year, respectively.
Consumption of wheat in 2009 was 50.0 Kg per capita in contrast to 42 Kg per capita of
maize consumption (FAO, 2009). Furthermore, production of maize is 55% more than
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that of wheat which suggests that African countries should increase consumption of
maize or other cereals that can be produced and developed in Africa.
For many years, wheat flour has been the main source for breadmaking
principally due to its ability to confer dough viscoelasticity and ability to retain gas to
create a spongy texture during baking (Smith, 1999). Gluten is composite protein that
comes from wheat and it is said to be the major contributor to dough viscoelasticity.
Starch, a major component in flour, plays also an important role in the structure
formation, physical properties, and keeping good quality of bread. Therefore, it is of great
importance to understand the role and functional properties of proteins and starch in the
breadmaking process.
Furthermore, producing gluten-free leavened products that replicates gluten-based
bread has not been achieved due to the lack of viscoelastic properties in other cereal
proteins. There have been studies that have managed to develop sorghum- and maizebased composite flours to produce bread (DeRose et al., 1989). Nevertheless, composite
flours still include a high percent of gluten in them.
Lawton (1992) showed that viscoelastic polymers of zein (maize storage protein)
are formed in a zein-starch system when mixed at 35°C which is above zein’s glass
transition temperature. This has awakened the interest of many researchers to try to alter
cereal non-gluten proteins such as maize zein and sorghum kafirin to achieve high
viscoelasticity for bread production. The protein structure is directly linked to its
functionality; therefore, understanding how these proteins interact with each other and the
factors that affect its functionality will help create a viscoelastic dough system free of
gluten.
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1.1

Hypothesis and Objectives

The hypotheses for the present study was that zein when undergoing its glass
transition temperature will behave as a viscoelastic polymer capable of creating
viscoelastic dough that is needed for the breadmaking process. Furthermore, the addition
of a small amount of co-protein will enhance zein’s viscoelastic properties by making
zein protein to unfold and interact better with such co-protein and starch, providing better
quality dough. However, there are many factors to consider when making dough such as
protein-carbohydrate ratio, water content, relative humidity, mixing speed, mixing time,
temperature of mixing, viscosity, strength of dough and so forth. For this study, three
things have been chosen to analyze:
1. The glass transition temperature of composite flours to determine the temperature
at which the amorphous material (composite flours) will transition to a rubbery
material (dough) in presence of a plasticizer (water),
2. Extensional viscosity to provide a better understanding of baking performance,
3. Phase angle of composite dough to determine the elasticity of each sample, and
4. Complex modulus to determine strength of each dough composite.
The dough composites were made of zein + co-protein + starch. Corn, wheat, and rice
starches were used along with casein, sodium caseinate, gliadin, and glutenin as coproteins. The protein-carbohydrate ratio was 1:9 with a protein-co-protein ratio of 1:0.05.
Hence, the objectives of this study were to:
1. Create mixtures and doughs mainly composed of zein and other proteins and
starches to be used in the manufacture of gluten-free bread for celiac patients,
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2. Study how the addition of a co-protein will interact with zein to create improved
functionality in bread dough, and
3. Study the interaction between zein (protein) and starch (carbohydrate) to better
understand its effect in dough formation and baking properties.
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CHAPTER 2.

2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Breadmaking Process

Bread is a staple food in many countries and one of the most complex systems in the
food industry. It requires a series of steps with the correct ingredients to get a perfect loaf
of bread. Wheat gluten is currently the only cereal protein that can give bread its unique
characteristics; nevertheless, there are continuous studies to try to develop a new
formulation on bread that is not wheat-based. Throughout the years, bread has evolved
from being just in one simple shape to having different shape, uses, and flavors, so there
is certainly something for everyone to enjoy. Breadmaking is indeed a mixture of science,
technology and craft.
The baked good that we call “bread” today has undergone a progressive technical
development and improvement of fermented wheat-based products over many years. The
key ingredient in bread production is wheat gluten. It is the only cereal protein that can
give bread dough its ability to deform, stretch, recover shape, and trap gases, which is
very important in the production of bread and other fermented products (Cauvain &
Young, 2006). Some other cereal flours, such as those derived from rye, barley or maize,
can form gluten but to a lesser extent. It is possible to mimic some of the character of
wheat breads but they need to be supplemented with other sources of gas-stabilizing
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ingredients (protein, carbohydrate or lipid based) to obtain similar volume, crumb
characteristics and flavor of wheat-based breads (Cauvain & Young, 2007).
The term “bread” is used to describe a wide range of products of different shapes, sizes,
textures, crusts, colors, softness, eating qualities and flavors. The characteristics of the
product are diverse since describing bread as being “good” or “bad” depends basically on
cultural background, individual experiences, and personal likes and dislikes. However,
certain quality characteristics are required for the different bread varieties to be
acceptable to the widest cross section of consumers. The main challenge that bakers,
scientists, and technologists face in the breadmaking manufacture is retaining bread’s
“oven-fresh” character for an extended period of time. It is the single most common
requirement of a fermented product that it should ideally retain all of its attributes after it
has left the oven.

2.1.1

Processing

There are several steps and different methods involved in the production of bread but a
general procedure can be followed as seen in Figure 2.1 . Bread is the product of baking a
mixture of flour, water, salt, yeast and other ingredients. The basic process involves
mixing of ingredients until the flour is converted into dough, followed by baking the
dough into a loaf.
A very important step in breadmaking is to know how to make good dough. Dough made
by any process must be extensible enough for it to relax and to expand while it is rising.
Dough needs to be extensible and able to be stretched out when pulled and elastic with
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the strength to hold gases produced while rising and at the same time stable enough to
hold its shape and cell structure (Baking Industry Research Thrust, 2010).

Mixing

Fermentation

Kneading

Cooling/
Packaging

Baking

Proving

Figure 2.1: Steps in Breadmaking Process

The first step in the bread manufacture process is mixing and it has two functions: first,
to evenly distribute the various ingredients and second, to allow the development of a
protein (gluten) network to form extensible and elastic dough. Each dough has an
optimum mixing time, depending on the flour and mixing method used. Too much
mixing produces dough that is very extensible with reduced elastic properties (Cauvain &
Young, 2007). Under mixing may cause small unmixed patches which will remain flat in
the bread giving a final loaf with a poor appearance inside (Cauvain & Young, 2007).
Once the bread is mixed it is then left to ferment. As fermentation takes place the
dough slowly changes from a rough dense mass lacking extensibility and with poor gas
holding properties, into smooth, extensible dough with good gas holding properties
(Baking Industry Research Thrust, 2010). The yeast cells grow, the gluten protein pieces
stick together to form networks, and alcohol and carbon dioxide are formed from the
breakdown of carbohydrates (starch and sugars) that are found naturally in the flour
(Cauvain & Young, 2008). Enzymes present in yeast and flour also help to speed up this
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reaction. During fermentation each yeast cell forms a center around which carbon dioxide
bubbles form. The increase in dough size occurs as these cells fill with gas.
Figure 2.2 shows the four different methods to mix the ingredients and ferment them with
the rest of the breadmaking process (Cauvain & Young, 2007):
1. Sponge-and-dough: Mixes flour, water, and yeast first and it is left to ferment.
The rest of the ingredients are mixed after sponge fermentation
2. Straight dough (most common): Mixes all the ingredients at once and the dough
is left to bulk ferment.
3. “No time” dough: All the ingredients are mixed under high intensity mixing
and conditioning then it is left to ferment (floor time)
4. Continuous breadmaking dough: the brew ingredients are added, mixed, and
fermented before adding the dry ingredients.
Other steps such as dividing, panning, molding, and rounding are performed after
fermenting. Proving of dough follows these steps where dough fills with more gas
bubbles, and once the volume required is achieved, it is transferred to the oven for baking.
Baking converts viscoelastic inedible dough into a light, readily digestible, soft,
porous, and flavorful product. As the intense oven heat penetrates the dough the gases
inside the dough expand, rapidly increasing the size of the dough (Cauvain and Young,
2006). Also, as the temperature rises, fermentation increases, as well as the production of
gas cells, until the dough reaches the temperature at which yeast start to die (around 46°C)
(Cauvain & Young, 2006).
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Figure 2.2: Mixing methods and the Breadmaking Process
Starch granules swell at about 60°C, and in the presence of water released from
the gluten, the outer wall of the starch granule cell bursts and the starch inside forms a
thick gel-like paste that helps form the structure of the dough (Cauvain & Young, 2007).
Above 74°C, the gluten strands are transformed into the semi-rigid structure commonly
associated with bread crumb strength (Eliasson & Larsson, 1993). Sugars and other
products blend to form the attractive color of the crust (browning reactions) (Baking
Industry Research Thrust, 2010). The whole loaf is cooled in special cooling areas to
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about 35°C before slicing and wrapping can occur without damaging the physical
properties of the loaf as well as the increase of bacteria in the final product.
For the purpose of this project, the first part of the breadmaking process, i.e. the
formation of the dough, will be taken into account. Different starch-protein composites,
water amount, mixing time, elasticity, extensibility of dough and the glass transition
temperature of each sample will be analyzed to assess how these composites interact and
to determine a better method to create gluten free bread dough systems.
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2.2

Proteins

2.2.1 Role of Proteins in Breadmaking
Proteins are complex polymers formed of amino acids linked by peptide bonds. They
are part of present in all living organisms and provide good functional properties to food
systems. Proteins present nutritional contributions to the human body, physiological
functionality, and physical functional properties that will determine color, flavor, or
texture in food applications. Specifically in bread, a good protein matrix will determine if
the dough will be able to expand during fermentation, to withhold the gases produced
during baking, and to withstand its volume structure during the cooling stage and storage.
Proteins (~12-14% in flour) are the main driver of viscoelastic properties of dough
affecting baking quality of bread. In wheat gluten dough, rheological properties are
mainly due to the interaction between gluten’s main sub-fractions: gliadin is said to
confer viscous properties, whereas glutenin imparts strength and elasticity (Khatkar, Bell,
& Schofield, 1995). Protein-Protein interactions within a dough system are still not well
defined; therefore, understanding its chemical structure and functional properties will aim
develop a gluten-free system with the same properties as wheat bread.

2.2.2

Wheat Proteins

Gluten proteins play a key role in determining the unique baking quality of wheat
by conferring water absorption capacity, cohesivity, viscosity and elasticity on dough
(Wieser, 2007). The quantity and quality of the protein components and the interactions
between the protein fractions present in gluten are the main factors that affect rheological
behavior (Lasztity, 1996). Gluten proteins have several unique features that contribute to
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their immunogenic properties. They are extremely rich in proline and glutamine and low
in amino acids with charged side groups (Catassi & Fasano, 2008). Due to the high
proline content, gluten is highly resistant to proteolytic degradation within the
gastrointestinal tract because gastric and pancreatic enzymes lack post-proline cleaving
activity (Stepniak, et al., 2006); as well as low alpha-helix content and a relatively less
compact structure (Lasztity, 1996). Moreover, the high glutamine content makes gluten a
good substrate for the enzyme tissue transglutaminase, which forms cross-links and thus
increases dough strength (Catassi & Fasano, 2008). Since gluten has low content of basic
amino acids, the repulsive forces are low. Finally, about 35% of the total amino acids in
gluten have hydrophobic chains; therefore, hydrophobic interactions play an important
role in stabilizing gluten structure and rheological and baking properties of bread
(Lasztity, 1996).

Wheat Gluten

Cytoplasmic
Proteins

Prolamins

Gliadins

Sulfur Rich

Glutenins

Sulfur Poor

α-, β-, γ-gliadin

ω-gliadin

Metabolically Active
(Enzymes,
purothionins)

LMWG

HMWG

Figure 2.3: Wheat Gluten Composition
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Gluten is mainly composed of storage proteins called prolamins and other cytoplasmic
proteins, which are metabolically active (Lasztity, 1996) as seen in Figure 2.3. Two
storage protein groups have been recognized in the wheat endosperm: the monomeric
gliadins, and the disulfide-linked polymeric glutenins.
Gliadins have been further classified into two groups based on electrophoretic
mobility at low pH and differences in cysteine content: sulfur-rich and sulfur-poor
(Lasztity, 1996). Sulfur-rich gliadins account for about 80 to 90% of the total prolamin
fractions in wheat. They include polymeric and monomeric components and consist of αgliadins, β-gliadins, and γ-gliadins (Shewry, Napier, & Tatham, 1995). They appear to be
compact, tightly folded molecules that are unusually stable to thermal treatment (Lasztity,
1996). Sulfur-poor ω-gliadins consist of short N- and C-terminal domains with a central
domain that is rich in proline and glutamine (Wieser, 2007). They are also rod-shape
molecules with secondary structures based predominantly on repetitive β-turns (Lasztity,
1996).
Glutenins are classified as low molecular weight (LMWG) and high molecular
weight glutenins (HMWG). LMWG were originally classified as B-, C-, and D- subunits
based on mobility differences visualized on SDS-shorter non-repetitive domains that are
rich in α-helices at the N- and C-termini (Shewry et al., 1986). Cysteine residues,
contained within these terminal non-repetitive domains, provide sites for the formation of
inter-chain disulfide bonds with LMW and HMW subunits (Shewry, Napier, & Tatham,
1995). The formation of disulfide bonds between the terminal domains of HMWG
suggests flexibility in the central domain (Shimoni et al., 1997) which are thought to be
the main driver for the elastic properties of wheat gluten in dough formation (Shewry et
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al., 2001). Moreover, FT-IR spectroscopy studies of HMW subunits in hydrated dough
have shown that the content of β-sheeted structure increased with increasing HMWG
concentration (Belton et al., 1995). Gluten is a very complex system, it is important to
understand how these proteins interact with each other and the solvent to be able to
replicate these characteristics in other dough systems composed of cereal proteins other
than those of wheat.

2.2.3

Maize Proteins

Maize proteins classification can be seen in Figure 2.4. Maize prolamins are zeins
and glutelins. Zeins constitute between 44 and 79% of the endosperm proteins (Hamaker
et al., 1995). Zeins are classified into four types based on their solubility in reduced or
non-reduced alcoholic solutions: α, β, γ, and δ zeins (Lawton, 1992). α-Zeins account for
roughly 75 to 80% of the total prolamins in maize and they constitute the major type of
zein found in commercial zein (Lawton, 2002). Isolated zeins are available in commercial
and are mainly used as coating for food products (Lawton, 2002). The protein is rich in
glutamine, leucine, proline, alanine, and phenylalanine residues, which explains its
significant hydrophobic properties (Mejia, Mauer, & Hamaker, 2007). It has low content
of lysine and tryptophan (Lasztity, 1999). On the other hand, the glutelins are the alkalisoluble fraction of the maize endosperm, which contains storage and structural proteins
(Lasztity, 1996). Around 50-60% is alpha-helix and the remaining is random coil and βturns.
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Figure 2.4: Maize Protein Composition
The α-zeins structure is still uncertain; however, several conformations have been
proposed:
1. Argos et al. (1982) suggested a structure based on repeat motifs and approximately
50% α-helical content. In this model, nine adjacent repeats from nine α-helices are
arranged in an antiparallel ring joined by glutamine-rich loops.
2. Garratt et al. (1993) proposed a model based on hydrophobic membrane tendencies
suggesting that pairs of repeats formed antiparallel α-helical hairpins and were
arranged in a hexagonal lattice.
3.

Tatham et al. (1993) concluded from x-ray scattering and viscosity studies that αzein in solution have an extended conformation as well as a rod-like shape.

4. Matsushima et al. (1997) proposed, using small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS), that
α-zein could be represented as an elongated prism-like shape.
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5. Bugs et al. (2004) suggested two antiparallel α-helices were created from coiledcoils to form a superhelical conformation. The α-zein structure contained 70%
helix, 30% turns, and 17% extended random coil.
6. Forato et al. (2004) proposed a hairpin turn model with sections of helix spaced and
the whole structure folded back upon itself allowing for fast N-H to N-D exchange.
7. Momany et al. (2006) showed that α-zein has coiled-coil tendencies, resulting in αhelices with about four residues per turn in the central helical sections with the
non-polar residue side chains forming a hydrophobic face of helices inside a triple
helical structure. Also, lutein is thought to help stabilize this configuration by
binding in the core of the triple-helical segments.
Moreover, FT-IR spectroscopy studies showed that, upon drying of zein and lowering its
water content, the protein exhibited a high content of the inter-molecular hydrogenbonded β-sheet structures, indicating the presence of protein aggregates whereas and
increase in water activity will decrease β-sheet and increase α-helix and β-turn structures
(Mizutani et al., 2003). Conversely, Doudu et al. (2001) showed that wet cooking zein led
α-zein to assume a more antiparallel intermolecular β-sheet character, possibly at the
expense of some α-helical conformation. Thus, water activity or temperature variations
are some important parameters that could affect changes in structure that need to be taken
into account when determining zein’s functionality. Structural changes in cereal proteins
other than wheat are one of the major limiting factors when contributing to good dough
formation. A high percentage of β-sheet structure, as in HMWG, will improve dough
elasticity. Therefore, analyzing secondary structure of α-zein and determining the best
conditions for such structure to stabilize is important for good quality dough.
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2.2.4

Casein and Sodium Caseinate

Dairy ingredients have been extensively used as food ingredients not only for their
functionality but also for their nutritional value, relatively ease of production and
availability. Casein, the major protein component in milk (approximately 80%), and its
caseinate derivatives have physicochemical, functional and nutritional properties that
makes them appealable in every food market (Konstance & Strange, 1991). Until the
1960’s, casein was used mainly in technical, non-food applications such as adhesives for
wood, in paper coating, leather finishing and in synthetic fibers, as well as plastics for
buttons, and buckles (Southward, 2008). Nowadays, the principal use of casein products
has been as an ingredient in foods to enhance their functional properties, such as
whipping and foaming, water binding and thickening, emulsification and texture, and to
improve their nutrition (Southward, 2008). Moreover, with increasing demand for glutenfree products, research has been focused to find new formulations to replicate the ability
that wheat gluten has to confer elasticity and viscosity to bread dough. Some dairy
ingredients in gluten-free bread formulations include the use of casein, caseinates, skim
milk powder, dry milk, whey protein concentrate, milk protein isolate, and a mixture of
gums, hydrocolloids and dairy protein products (Stathopoulos & O'Kennedy, 2008).

Milk Proteins (3-4%)
Casein Proteins (80%)
αs1-Casein

αs2- Casein

β-Casein

Whey Proteins (20%)
κ-Casein

α-Lactalbumin

Figure 2.5: Milk Proteins Composition

βLactoglobulin
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Caseins are phosphoroproteins precipitated from raw milk at pH 4.6 at 20°C. Bovine
casein consists of four types of protein with different properties: αs1, αs2, β, and κ. They
represent 38%, 10%, 36% and 12% of the casein, respectively (Fox P. F., 2001). Some
of the caseins’ properties include (Fox P. F., 2001):
1. Caseins are quite small molecules (20-25 kDa),
2. They are phosphorylated,
3. The phosphate groups are esterified as monoesters of serine and most occur as
clusters (formation of casein micelle),
4. Contain high level of proline which prevents the formation of secondary
structure,
5. Caseins are “rheomorphic” (very flexible and lack of secondary and tertiary
structures) which makes them stable to denaturing agents contributing to their
high surface activity (good foaming and emulsifying properties).
6. High surface hydrophobicity giving them amphiphatic structures that make
them highly surface-active.
7. Only αs2 - and κ- caseins contain cysteine which is available for the formation
of intermolecular disulphide bonds. On the other hand αs1- and β- caseins are
more flexible due to the lack of cysteine.
These properties make caseins very attractive to the food industry to use them as food
ingredient in almost any type of formulation. Furthermore, caseinates are the watersoluble forms of the casein, obtained by addition of alkali to freshly precipitated casein or
dry casein powder (Augustin, Oliver, & Hemar, 2011). To produce sodium caseinate,
sodium hydroxide is used as the solubilizing alkali to neutralize the casein slurry. Sodium
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caseinate aqueous solutions are translucent, straw-colored, and viscous (Augustin, Oliver,
& Hemar, 2011). Caseinates, in general, have low moisture content (~4%) and an ash
content of ~3.7% because of the alkali used in dissolution. Sodium caseinate contain 1.21.4% sodium and a pH of 6.5 to 7.0 (Southward, 2008). Casein and caseinates have been
used in the bakery industry to promote nutritional properties as well as to take an
advantage of the water binding capacity that they provide in order to improve texture in
baked products.
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2.3

Starches

Starch is a carbohydrate made of a large number of glucose units joined together by
glycosidic linkages. It occurs naturally as granules whose characteristics are directly
related to its source. Starches from potato, cassava, rice, wheat, corn, and other cereals
are commonly used in food formulations. The starch granule efficiently stores the
carbohydrate and also makes the energy easily accessible when the seed germinates
(Eliasson & Larsson, 1993). In general, starch granules are relatively dense and insoluble
and hydrate only in room-temperature water (BeMiller, 2007). Starch granules can be
dispersed in water to produce low-viscosity slurries that can be easily mixed or pumped
but when heated to ~80°C and stirred, can behave as a thickening agent which it is useful
property when processing food (BeMiller, 2007).

Starch granules viewed under

polarized light, present birefringence which is indicative that the granules are semicrystalline (Smith, 1999). Another particular characteristic of starch is that is it mainly
composed of a mixture of the polysaccharides amylose and amylopectin. Amylose is a
linear polymer that has few branches, which separated by large distances and are either
very long or very short, allowing the molecule to behave essentially as a linear polymer
(BeMiller, 2007). On the other hand, amylopectin is a very large, highly branched
molecule that constitutes about three-fourths of most normal starches (BeMiller, 2007).
Amylose and amylopectin molecules can swell slightly and return to their original
size upon drying. In normal food processing involving heat and moisture, as starch
granules are heated in excess water, they can swell as hydrogen bonds in amorphous
regions are disrupted, and crystallites are pulled apart while water is absorbed resulting in
an aqueous slurry or paste(BeMiller, 2007). Gelatinization is the disruption of both the
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amorphous and crystalline structures that results in the irreversible loss of molecular
order of the starch granule, absorption of water and swelling, change of shape and size of
starch, leaching of amylose, and loss of birefringence, as well as the formation of a gel or
paste (Eliasson & Larsson, 1993). In food process, it is important to determine the
temperature at which gelatinization occurs; however, such temperature depends on the
source of the starch, granule size, starch-water ratio, pH, presence of salt and solutes,
damaged starch, derivatization, etc. Methods for measuring the gelatinization temperature
include the polarizing microscope equipped with hot stage, differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC), brabender viscograph, molecule dissolution, and enzyme-catalyzed
hydrolysis (BeMiller, 2007).
Furthermore, noticeable changes occur after cooling the resulting paste, that is, the
gelatinized starch. Generally, starch pastes after cooling and storage for a certain period
of time become less soluble and difficult to dissolve upon heating. The return to an
insoluble state with the formation of a precipitate or gel is a phenomenon called
retrogradation (BeMiller, 2007). It is the result of crystallization of both amylopectin and
amylose, with amylose undergoing retrogradation at a much faster rate. Amylose and
amylopectin adjacent linear chains form double helices via hydrogen bonding that result
in the formation of crystallites regions in the form of aggregates. The crystallization of
partially crystalline polymers such as amylose and amylopectin will occur just above the
glass transition temperature, Tg (temperature at which an amorphous material undergoes
transition from a glassy to a rubbery material) (BeMiller, 2007). Since it is an energyabsorbing process, it can be examined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). As the
gelatinization temperature, the rate and extent of retrogradation depend on several factors
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such as molecular ratio and structures of amylose and amylopectin, botanical source,
temperature, starch concentration, presence of surfactants and salts (BeMiller, 2007).
Retrogradation is usually associated with many quality defects in food products such as
staling of bread, ageing of cooked rice and tortillas, syneresis of starch paste after freezethaw recycles, loss of viscosity and precipitation in soups and sauces, etc. Nonetheless,
intensifying starch retrogradation for value-added products has also been associated with
production of resistant starch, preparation of slowly digesting starch, film formation by
amylose, etc.

2.3.1

Starch Sources

Depending on the botanical source, the structures, molecular weight, and shape of
amylopectin and amylose in the starch vary. Therefore, fine structures of starch
molecules are important in differentiating starches at molecular level and in determining
and controlling properties of starches in food applications such as digestibility,
retrogradation, solubility, gelatinization, viscosity, gel strength, thickening properties,
colloidal stabilizer, gelling agent, bulking agent, water retention agent and adhesive
properties (Singh et al., 2003). Table 2.1 shows the physicochemical, morphological,
gelatinization, retrogradation, and rheological properties of three different starch sources
commonly used in the food industry. Swelling and solubility of starches depend on
amylose content, lipid content, and granule organization (Singh et al., 2003). The
presence of phosphate monoesters affect starch paste clarity and viscosity while the
presence of phospholipids contributes to opaque and lower-viscosity pastes (Craig et al.,
1989). Limiting swelling is caused by phospholipids and the formation of a complex with
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amylose and long branched chains of amylopectin. Moreover, higher glass transition
temperatures and lower retrogradation are also affected by amylose-lipid complex
formation i.e. free fatty acids present in rice and corn starch (Davies, Miller, & Proctor,
1980). Swelling power and solubility are a result of the interaction between starch chains
within the amorphous and crystalline regions. The extent of this interaction is influenced
by the amylose to amylopectin ratio and by the characteristics of amylose and
amylopectin in terms of molecular weight/distribution, degree, and length of branching
and conformation, and morphological structure of the granules (Hoover, 2001).
Furthermore, high transition temperatures result from a high degree of crystallinity
providing structural stability and granule resistance towards gelatinization (Singh et al.,
2003). Gelatinization and retrogradation properties are listed in Table 2.1.Peak
temperature (Tp) gives a measure of crystallite quality (double helix length), the enthalpy
of gelatinization (∆Hgel) is indicative of overall measure of crystallinity as well as loss of
molecular order within the granule, and the enthalpy of retrogradation (∆Hret) provides a
quantitive measure of the energy transformation that occurs during melting of
recrystallized amylopectins well as precise measurements of the transition temperatures
of the endothermic event (Singh et al., 2003). High amylose content relates to lower
gelatinization temperature and greater retrogradation tendency (Davies, Miller, & Proctor,
1980).
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Table 2.1: Properties of Starches from Different Sources
Starch Source
Wheat
Corn
Physicochemical

Amylose Content (%)

Retrogradation

Rheological

5.0-28.4

22.0

23-30

22.0

11.0-18.0

Solubility (%) (°C)
Phosphate Monoesters (% dsb)

0.001

0.003

0.013

Phospholipids (% dsb)

0.058

0.0097

0.048

Light Transmittance (%, at 650 nm)

28

31

24

Average size of small granules (μm)

1-10

1-7

3-5

Average. size of large granules (μm)

10-35
A-type:
disk-like
or
lenticular
B-type:
spherical
or
polygonal

15-20

--

angular

Pentagonal
and
angular

Shape

Gelatinization

22.432.5

18.3 26.6
1.55

Swelling Power (g/g) (°C)

Morphological

18.0-30.0

Rice

Onset Temperature, To (°C)

57.1

65.7

57.7

Peak Temperature, Tp (°C)

61.6

71.0

65.1

Enthalpy of Gelatinization, ∆Hgel
(J/g)

10.7

12.0

11.5

Onset Temperature, To (°C)

38.6

39.0

40.3

Peak Temperature, Tp (°C)

47.6

50.1

51

Enthalpy of Retrogradation, ∆Hret
(J/g)

3.6

5.8

5.3

Retrogradation (%) = ∆Hgel/∆Hret

33.7

47.6

40.5

Glass Transition Temperature TG'
(°C)
Peak G' (Pa)
Peak G" (Pa)

69.6

70.2

72.4

6935
1370

6345
1208

4052
955

Peak tan δ

0.1976

0.1905

0.1972

Adapted from Singh et al. (2003)
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Finally, the rheological properties of the different starches vary with respect to granular
structure. G’ is a measure of energy stored in the material when it is deformed and it
increases to a certain temperature (TG’) to a maximum peak (peak G’) and then drops
with constant heating. The initial increase in G’ could be attributed to the degree of
granular swelling to fill the entire available volume of the system which could lead to
formation of a three-dimensional network of the swollen granules (Eliasson, 2003). In
breadmaking, it is important to understand the different properties of starches since starch
is part of ~90% of flour and it a major contributor in the baking properties of bread.

2.3.2

Role of Starch in Breadmaking

Starch is a key ingredient in the development of dough and formation of bread.
Currently, wheat flour is the principal flour used in the breadmaking industry due to its
ability to create good quality bread. On a moisture free basis, wheat flour contains ~80%
starch, 14% proteins, 4-5% lipids, and 2% pentosans (Petrofsky & Hoseney, 1995).
Generally, research has been focused on the gluten proteins since they are the major
fraction that controls the viscoelastic behavior and gas-holding capacity of dough.
However, starch constitutes the most abundant component in flour contributing with
different roles in the breadmaking process: it dilutes wheat gluten, acts as substrate for
the amylases to produce fermentable sugars for yeast fermentation, provides a surface for
strong bonding with wheat gluten, provides flexibility for loaf expansion during partial
gelatinization during baking, gives structural and textural properties to the final baked
product, holds and retains water by acting as a water sink, and contributes to staling upon
storage (Mason, 2009).
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Quality and shelf life of bakery products are normally limited by staling which is a
physico-chemical deterioration that leads to hard and crumbly texture and loss of freshbake flavor (Eliasson, Starch Structure and Bread Quality, 2003). Staling begins
immediately as the product is pulled out of the oven and begins to cool. The rate of
staling is a function of the product formulation, the baking process, and storage
conditions (BeMiller, 2007). Staling of bread is the main cause of the typical short shelf
life (3-7 days) of bread. The major cause of bread staling has been attributed to the
gradual transition of amorphous starch (amylopectin) to a partially crystalline,
retrograded state (Eliasson, Starch Structure and Bread Quality, 2003). Moreover, the
firming of bread can be significantly influenced by moisture loss and/or redistribution
which also cause hardening of the bread (Cauvain & Young, 2008).
The conversion of dough to bread is a complex, still ill-understood process in which
several physical occurrences, chemical and biochemical reactions are involved; resulting
in a light, porous, and readily digestible product. For research purposes, it is common to
experiment on reconstituted flours in order to isolate the reactions that might occur with
other flour components. Moreover, gelatinization of starch granules, set in the gluten
matrix of bread dough, is essential to the formation of a porous, elastic crumb. Studies of
the extent of gelatinization of starch are common since it directly relates to not only the
expansion of dough and crumb formation but also to the staling of the bread. For instance,
Kusunose et al. (1999) tested wheat, potato, and tapioca starches in order to determine the
effect of their properties on the expansion of dough during baking. Dough was made
from reconstituted flour, compressed yeast, salt, and sucrose. Then, the loaf volumes and
oven spring were determined. The authors concluded that the starch in bread doughs
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should gelatinize and set the dough after complete expansion. Potato starch produced a
smaller loaf volume since it gelatinized earlier. Tapioca starch produced an impermeable
membrane which led to a larger loaf that collapsed during cooling after baking due to
poor interaction between the starch granules and gluten. Finally, wheat starch, with its
higher gelatinization temperature, allowed a longer time for the loaf to expand producing
a larger loaf volume. Wheat starch granules gelatinized individually in the gluten matrix,
which caused cracks in the cell membranes and prevented shrinkage upon cooling.
Therefore, the gelatinization temperature of the different starches showed direct
correlation to the expansion of the dough in the oven, the loaf volume, and the prevention
of shrinkage of the loaves after baking.
Likewise, Dennett et al. (1979) studied synthetic doughs prepared with 7 different
types of starches, vital wheat gluten, sugar, salt, compressed yeast and water at 35°C. The
starches used were wheat, tapioca, rice, maize, amylomaize, amioca, and potato. The
authors concluded that as the amylose content decreases, the loaf volume increases, and
the crumb gets softer and more hydrated. Amylose content appeared to have a direct
effect on starch-gluten affinity and therefore on the surface characteristics that affect the
interaction between the starch and gluten components. Since as starches gelatinize during
bread baking they hydrate from the neighboring gluten possibly causing gluten
denaturation. The general reduction in bonding during baking might be essential to the
formation of a softer more flexible crumb. Lastly, the reduced affinity also may produce
weakening in the walls of gas cells, where rupture can occur and gases can enter during
cooling, causing a collapse on the loaves.
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Moreover, Goesaert et al. (2008) investigated the role of the starch fraction during
bread making and storage. They used modified wheat starch (hydroxypropylated and
cross-linked) and vital gluten as a model for flour. It was concluded that the incorporation
of hydroxypropylated starch resulted in model breads with coarser crumb and larger gas
cells due to enhanced swelling and gelatinization properties and increased water uptake at
lower temperatures. The water uptake by the gelatinizing starch granule resulted in a loss
of flexibility of the gelatinizing starch granules and of the gluten protein leading to
destabilization of the gas cell walls, gas cell coalescence and ultimately their rupture as
described by the previous studies mentioned. Because starch swelling is limited during
baking due to restricted water availability in the oven, additional restriction of swelling
(cross-linking) had no effect. Furthermore, initial crumb firmness is governed by the
stiffness of the gelatinized granule as well as by the properties of the leached amylose.
Finally, crumb firming and firmness during storage seem determined by amylopectin
retrogradation and a strengthening of the interactions in the starch-starch and possibly
also by the gluten-starch networks and the crumb firmness after baking.
These studies showed that there is indeed a very important role that starch plays in the
formation of bread. These studies relate to gelatinization temperature, loaf volume,
expansion in the oven, and quality of the crumb. However, other methods to analyze this
transition from dough to bread are available. Such methods determine the rheological
properties of the flour-dough-bread system and present the results in a more mechanical
approach to aid explain the results of the above studies.
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2.4

Rheological Properties of Proteins and Starch in Breadmaking

Rheology, the science that studies the flow and deformation of matter, is used to
analyze complex systems such as bread. The rheological properties of bread change
greatly between the mixing process (dough) and the final product. Flour is the most
critical component in bread dough, since it is mainly responsible for the viscoelastic
character that we see when mixing the ingredients and after baking. Bread dough exhibits
viscoelastic behavior which is a combination of properties of both purely viscous fluids
and purely elastic solids (Petrofsky & Hoseney, 1995). Gluten and starch mixtures often
are used in rheological testing (reconstituted or composite flour) to control the protein
content in the dough and avoid complex interactions of other flour constituents. A
number of factors affect dough rheology during the time after mixing including relaxation
of the stresses induced during mixing, continuing hydration of flour components, and
redistribution of water (Khatkar, Bell, & Schofield, 1995). Several authors have studied
the rheological properties: elastic modulus (G’), storage modulus (G”), and tan δ (G’/G”)
of good and poor breadmaking flours, gluten, and sub-fractions of gluten.

The

rheological response of any material is expressed physically by stresses, strain and strain
rate (Petrofsky & Hoseney, 1995). Particularly, dynamic oscillatory testing measures the
elastic and viscous component of a material to assess the frequency-dependent properties
of material that may provide important parameters of the behavior of food processing at a
large scale. It is important to note that the validity of the calculated rheological
parameters requires the samples to be linearly viscoelastic, so that the small deformation
testing is not detrimental to the dough structure (Weipert, 1990; Faubion & Hoseney,
1990).
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Dreese, Faubion, & Hoseney (1988) examined the temperature-dependent
rheological changes when heating gluten doughs by using a sinusoidal stress-strain
testing. The authors looked at doughs made of wheat flour, and gluten-starch mixtures.
They found that after heating doughs, G’ increased and tan δ decreased irreversibly when
heated above 55°C and also that the magnitude of change of G’ was proportional to the
starch content present in dough. They attributed the rheological changes to starch
gelatinization suggesting that starch is not just an inert filler in doughs undergoing
heating but that it provided the opportunity for increased hydrogen bonding between
gluten polypeptides and starch molecules.
Khatkar, Bell & Schofield (1995) studied the importance of the gliadin/glutenin ratio
to the viscoelasticity of gluten by using two different wheat cultivars (Hereward and
Riband) that have good and poor breadmaking quality. The authors found that Hereward
flour and gluten dough showed higher G’ and lower tan δ than Riband doughs, gliadin
doughs from both cultivars showed lower G’ and higher tan δ values than both parent
glutens, and glutenin doughs showed significantly higher G’ and lower tan δ than the
parent glutens indicating that glutenin formed a highly cross-linked system whereas
gliadin formed a weak and highly viscous system with little cross-linking with parent
gluten having properties intermediate to those of glutenin and gliadin. And that overall,
Hereward doughs had better breadmaking quality than Riband doughs. Moreover, the G’
values and decreased and the tan δ values increased for both glutens, showing a decrease
in elasticity as the gliadin/glutenin ratio decreased which may be attributed to a
plasticizing effect of gliadin and the interface of gliadin with glutenin-glutenin
interactions.
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Petrofsky and Hoseney (1995) studied whether starch-gluten interactions exist in
starch-gluten doughs, by using a constant starch or gluten to determine the influence of
gluten or starch, respectively, on the dough rheological properties. The authors found that
starches isolated from different wheat cultivars and mixed into dough with constant
gluten gave largely different rheological properties. Greater starch-gluten interactions in
soft wheat and non-wheat starches produced higher moduli when compared to the hard
wheat starch and commercial doughs. The source of gluten also had significant effect on
dough rheology. Hard wheat gluten doughs had low G’ and G” values, indicating a
greater extensibility and possibly less starch-gluten interaction. Soft wheat gluten doughs
had higher G’ and G” values, possibly because of increased starch-gluten interactions. A
later study of Miller and Hoseney (1999) studied the rheological properties of strong and
weak flours and the contributions of starch, gluten, water-soluble, and lipid fractions on
the dynamic rheological properties of doughs. The authors concluded that doughs made
from strong flours had lower tan δ values than doughs made with medium or weak flours,
suggesting that strong flours made more elastic dough. Only one of the weak starches had
lower G’ and G” than the other doughs, probably because it had less gluten-starch
interaction. Both gluten and water-soluble fractions affected the dough’s dynamic
rheological properties: less force was needed to deform the glutens isolated from strong
flours. Both G’ and G” generally increased as the water-soluble content was increased
and tan δ values increased with increased water solubles making the dough relatively
more viscous. Water solubles dramatically shortened mixing times. Finally, the absence
of the lipids normally present in the flour did not alter the rheological properties of the
dough.
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Zheng et al. (2000) studied the changes in the shear and extensional properties of
dough during mechanical dough development (MDD) using a MDD Mixer. MDD is a notime mixing process that uses a high-speed mixer to develop a gluten network. The result
of dough development (developed network) is an increase in the dough resistance to
deformation. The authors used shear tests (large and small deformation), extensional tests,
and combined extensional/shear tests. They concluded that dough became more elastic
upon mixing possibly due to an increase in protein-protein interactions; dough apparent
viscosity increased with mixing until peak dough development; and that dough
development increased both the apparent shear and extensional viscosity of dough. After
the peak of dough development, apparent viscosity and extensional viscosity decreased
probably due to depolymerization of the gluten network. The work in this study
demonstrates the importance of having developed dough before subjecting it to any
testing in order to get more accurate and reproducible results in rheological parameters
and therefore analyze how proteins and starch interact during dough formation.
Khatkar et al. (2002) studied the effects of purified total gliadin and its sub-fractions
(α-, β-, γ-, and ω-) in gluten dynamic rheological properties. The authors found that α-, β-,
and γ-gliadin had greater affinity to interact with gluten possibly due to cysteine residues
in the sulphur-rich gliadins. Also, values of slope log G’ and G” vs Frequency of β- and
γ- gliadins were higher than those of α- and ω- gliadins suggesting that the latter were
less cross-linked which may be related to the absence of cysteine residues and overall
size of the polypeptides.
Stathopoulos et al. (2006) investigated the effects of heating on the rheological
properties of various molecular weight fractions extracted from gluten of two different
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wheat varieties. The authors found that the frequency dependent rheological behavior of
HMW fractions was less prone to be affected by heat maintaining their elastic character
after heating. On the other hand, rheology of intermediate fractions and fractions
containing mostly gliadins were more susceptible to heating representing a rapid change
from viscous to elastic behavior which agrees with Singh and MacRitchie (2004) that
showed that at higher temperatures gliadins are converted into glutenin polymers
affecting its rheological properties.
Van Hung & Morita (2004) studied the properties of doughs made of cross-linked
corn starches. They used three kinds of phosphorilated cross-linked corn starches: lowswelling cross-linked non-waxy corn starch, high-swelling cross-linked non-waxy corn
starch, and low-swelling cross-linked waxy corn starch. The authors found that crosslinked corn starch improved the resistance and extensibility of dough during mixing and
stretching. The cross-linked non-waxy corn starches (low- and high- swelling) showed a
bigger loaf volume and softer breadcrumb than hard- wheat flour. Also, the addition of
cross-linked waxy corn starch improved the softness of breadcrumb during storage;
however it presented large and irregular gas cells in the crumb structure.
Furthermore, for the past decade or so, there has been a higher demand for glutenfree products due to patients with celiac disease (gluten intolerance) who are obliged to a
gluten-free diet for life. The replacement of wheat gluten in bakery products is a major
technological challenge, as it is the essential structure-building protein. Interactions
between starch and gluten proteins are important to understand the main role of wheat
starch in bread to be able to replicate the wheat bread characteristics for celiac patients.
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Mariotti et al. (2009) studied the production and evaluation of some experimental
gluten-free doughs containing different levels of corn starch, amaranth flour (to enhance
the nutritional benefits), pea isolate (to increase the protein content), and psyllium flour
(as thickening agent and fiber source) in order to study the influence of the different
ingredients on the rheological properties. Psyllium fiber generally enhanced the physical
properties of the doughs, due to the film-like structure that it was able to form, and it
presented good bread technological and nutritional quality. The gluten-free bread
mixtures that were starch-based could give rise to a quick bread staling, because the lack
of an embedding structure allows starch rapidly swell and gelatinize. The addition of
protein and fiber sources improved the experimental gluten free doughs from a
rheological and nutritional point of view, and delayed the staling.
Likewise, Keetels et al. (1996) studied the role of starch on the mechanical properties
of starch bread and the changes during storage. Preparation of gluten-free bread used
xanthan instead of gluten to confer a crumb structure similar to that of bread made from
normal wheat flour. The mechanical properties of breads made of potato or wheat starch
were measured. The initial modulus and the critical stress for structural collapse,
increased, and the critical strain decreased. Moreover, the resistance of bread crumb to
collapse structure in compression decreased. The mechanical properties of potato starch
bread changed more rapidly than those of wheat starch bread.
Stathoupoulos & Brendan (2008) evaluated the rheological properties of
concentrated casein systems as replacement of gluten. They developed an aggregated
casein-based ingredient fortified with calcium. The authors predicted that the disulfide
bonds that govern gluten viscoelastic properties could be replaced with Ca+ bonds under
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the correct pH and ionic strength conditions. In this study, the effect of calcium
concentration on the yields, texture, and rheology were analyzed. They found that the
aggregated casein samples were more elastic than gluten; however upon heating the
samples up to 40°C were comparable to gluten but further heating produced materials
that were weaker and with a predominately viscous character. It is important to notice
that the rheology of dough is governed by gelatinization of starch present at temperature
over 60°C so, the authors suggested that additional cross-linking is needed in order to
replicate gluten properties over the whole temperature range during baking. Ingredients
such as transglutaminase, tyrosinase and laccase are some ingredients used in gluten-free
research.
Van den Broeck et al. (2011) studied the effect of deleting individual gluten loci in a
set of deletion lines with regard to the level of T-cell stimulatory epitopes (Glia-α9 and
Glia- α20) and its effect in mixing, stress relaxation and extensibility of dough. They
found that deletion of loci encoding ω-gliadins, γ-gliadins, and LMW-glutenins reduced
the number of T-cell stimulatory epitopes and it increased elasticity of dough. Deletion of
the loci encoding α-gliadins resulted in a significant decrease in T-cell epitopes but with
stiffer and less elastic dough. Moreover, oat avenins were added to replace α-gliadins and
results showed improvement of dough quality and strengthening of the gluten network.
Oom et al. (2008) analyzed whether kafirin has viscoelastic properties in dough-like
systems (resins) and compared its dough forming properties with those of zein and wheat
gluten. They found that kafirin and zein in the presence of oleic acids can form
viscoelastic doughs that have high extensional viscosity and pronounced strain hardening.
However, kafirin and zein residues showed to become stiffer and less extensible over
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time which could be caused by heat-induced disulphide cross-linking. Kafirin resin
showed a more pronounced stiffness probably due to cysteine-rich γ-species present.
Moreover, kafirin-starch doughs were not successful as the zein-starch doughs reported
by Lawton (1992) probably due to higher hydrophobicity of kafirin preventing hydration
or more rapid stiffening mechanically preventing dough formation.
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2.5

Glass Transition Temperature

2.5.1

Theories and Methods

The glass transition is a very important property of amorphous food polymers
where the material experiences a large change in the thermo-mechanical properties at a
certain temperature or temperature range (Abiad, Carvajal, & Campanella, 2009). Glass
transition in amorphous polymers depends on several factors such as temperature, time,
water content, molecular weight, and water activity (Abiad, Carvajal, & Campanella,
2009) as well as the degree of cross-linking, and plasticizer concentration (Graaf et al.,
1993). It is considered a second-order event because it relates to the second-order
derivative of the Gibbs free energy (Abiad, Carvajal, & Campanella, 2009). This second
order transition, where the glassy amorphous polymers are transformed into a rubbery
state, occurs over a range of temperature, which is called the glass transition temperature
(Tg) (Roos, 1992). During this transition, the material undergoes smooth changes in heat
capacity, temperature derivative, and coefficient of expansion which can be considered a
kinetic (physical change) rather than a thermodynamic phenomenon (change of phase)
(Abiad, Carvajal, & Campanella, 2009). At temperatures below the Tg, amorphous
polymers are in a metastable glassy and stiff state whereas above the Tg, they soften and
become rubbery (Pouplin, Redl, & Gontard, 1999). Moreover, plasticizers greatly
influence the glass transition temperature of the material as they change the structure of
polymer chains. The glass transition temperature decreases as the plasticizer molar
content increases which can be considered a measure of plasticizer efficiency; adding a
plasticizer can modify the mechanical and water vapor barrier properties of materials by
increasing extensibility, decreasing mechanical resistance, and may also affect water
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vapor permeability depending on the hydrophilicity of the material (Pommet et al., 2005).
In the breadmaking process, the most common plasticizer used is water which helps to
dough formation. For instance, gluten has a very low Tg; it is glassy at room temperature
but rubbery upon increasing water content (plasticizer) forming a rather stable
viscoelastic dough.
There are several theories that describe this glass transition phenomenon in
amorphous materials. For instance, the free-volume theory suggests that above the glass
transition temperature range, the free volume (space available for rotational and
transitional movements) linearly increases with temperature as well as the mobility of the
polymeric molecules (Abiad, Carvajal, & Campanella, 2009). This theory allows the
calculation of coefficients of expansion, locates viscoelastic events associated with Tg,
and estimates Tg as a function of pressure, cross-link density, molecular weight and
composition; however, it does not clearly explain molecular motion (Abiad, Carvajal, &
Campanella, 2009). Moreover, the kinetic theory aims to explain the variation of Tg as a
function of heating/cooling rate but it is not able to predict Tg at an infinite time scale
(Abiad, Carvajal, & Campanella, 2009). Finally, the thermodynamic theory predicts Tg
variation as a function of molecular weight, composition, plasticization, and cross-link
density at an infinity time scale (Abiad, Carvajal, & Campanella, 2009). Over the years,
these theories have tried to explain the behavior of pure amorphous materials which may
not always be the case in food systems. Foods are a combination of several polymers of
different size and properties that may interact altering the glass transition for such
systems. Abiad, Carvajal, & Campanella (2009) reviewed the effects of complex systems
and additives on the glass transition by analyzing frequently used models that were based
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on the assumption of ideal mixing or taking into account the effect of amorphous
mixtures (Gordon-Taylor; Mandelkern, Martin, and Quinn; and Couchman-Karasz
Equations), the effect of water and other plasticizers, the effect of molecular weight and
cross-link density, and the effect of pressure. Although, there are several theories and
models that aim to describe this glass transition phenomena, there are mostly empirical
relationships that may not always concur with the actual non-ideal system.
Measuring physical properties (specific volume, deformation, conductivity, elasticity,
thermal properties) of amorphous food materials as a function of temperature aims to
measure the glass transition. There are several techniques/methods, showed in Table 2.2,
used to identify where these properties change notably indicating that the material has
undergone the glass transition (Abiad, Carvajal, & Campanella, 2009). In breadmaking,
the most popular techiniques to determine the glass transition temperature are Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA), and Oscillatory
Squeezing Flow (OSF). DSC measures the change in heat capacity as a function of
temperature. In breadmaking, the most popular techiniques to determine the glass
transition temperature are Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), Dynamic
Mechanical Analysis (DMA), and Oscillatory Squeezing Flow (OSF).
DSC measures the change in heat flow as a function of temperature as well as
phase transitions (Van der Plaats, 1984). The heat flow is the energy required to maintain
approximately zero temperature difference between the sample and an inert reference
material when subjected to similar temperature profiles in a cooled or heated environment
at relatively constant pressure (Ma, Harwalkar, & Maurice, 1990). Phase transitions are
measured as peaks that can be: Enthalpy absorbed (endotherm), observed in: glass-rubber
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transitions, melting, denaturation, gelatinization, and evaporation. Or enthalpy released
(exotherm), observed in: freezing, crystallization, and oxidation processes (Wunderlich,
2005). Moreover, MDSC is a modification to conventional DSC that increases resolution
and sensitivity to detect weak transitions or two transitions occurring at the same
temperature range such as the glass transition. MDSC has two simultaneous heating
profiles: a linear which gives the same information as conventional DSC, and a
sinusoidal modulated rate which provides information about the reversing and nonreversing components of the heat flow response that is directly related to changes in heat
capacity (Reading, Luget, & Wilson, 1994).
Table 2.2: Techniques to Measure Tg
Technique
Property Measured
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
Heat flow rate.
Modulated Temperature DSC (MSDS)
Temperature-dependent specific heat.
Thermo-mechanical Analysis (TMA) /
Dimensional deformation (volume, density,
Dilatometry (DIL)
or linear displacement).
Viscoelastic properties (storage/loss
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)
moduli)
Relaxation—magnitude and time
Dielectric Relaxation Spectroscopy (DRS)
dependence of electrical polarization.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
Spin-spin and spin-lattice relaxation times
Local free-volume hole properties.
Positron Annihilation Lifetime
Relaxation and lifetime of positron and
Spectroscopy (PALS)
positronium.
Inverse Gas Chromatography (IGC)
Gas retention time and volume.
Thermal Mechanical Compression Test
Linear displacement and strain. Force
(TMCT)
Dissipation.
Broad Band Frequency Squeezing Flow/
Stiffness and viscoelastic properties (loss
Oscillatory Squeezing Flow (OSF)
and storage modulus).
Thermal Stimulated Depolarization Current
Current flow (relaxation).
(TSDC)
Relaxation (change in resonance
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
frequency)
Adapted from Abiad, Carvajal, & Campanella (2009)
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DMA is a innovative thermal analysis technique that complements the information
provided by the more traditional thermal analysis thechniques such as DSC and TGA.
DMA measures the properties of materials as they are deformed under periodic sinusoidal
stress causing a sinusoidal strain response, or viceversa (Menard, 2008). DMA measures
stiffness (loss or storage modulus) and damping (tan δ) of a sample of known geometry
and allows for various testing modes such as temperature and frequency sweep while
staying on the linear viscoelastic region (Menard, 2008). Figure 2.6 shows a common
viscoelastic spectrum for an amorphous polymer in a temperature sweep test while on the
linear viscoelastic region. Furthermore, OSF is a novel technique that involves the
application of small amplitude oscillations at random frequencies up to 20 kHz. OSF will
be discussed in more detail in the next section.

Figure 2.6: Typical Spectrum of Amorphous Materials
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2.5.2

The Glass Transition Temperature in Breadmaking

Quality and stability of foods are affected by environmental and processing
conditions under which they may undergo chemical and physical changes. Glass
transition is an important and useful phenomenon to understand how external conditions
affect physical as well as internal changes in the material. In order to create good quality
gluten-free bread, better understanding of the gluten behavior and other cereal proteins is
needed to modify and improve functionality and viscoelasticity of the gluten-free dough
system.
The structure of gluten network and the relationship between gliadins and glutenins
is what gives wheat gluten its unique rheological characteristics in the formation of
dough. The rheological properties of a material come from the relationship between stress
(force), strain (deformation), and time (Letang, Piau, & Verdier, 1999). Dough
deformation implicates its resistance to flow (viscosity) and its elastic behavior (Bushuk,
1985). An elastic material is able to deform without rupture, store the energy involved in
the deformation, and return to its original state when stress is removed (Tatham &
Shewry, 2002). In wheat dough, gliadins are responsible for conferring viscosity and
extensibility, and glutenins are responsible for dough elasticity (Veraverbeke & Delcour,
2002). It is thought that HMWG are the main cause for the unique elastic properties of
wheat gluten that allow dough to be processed into leavened products (Shewry et al.,
2002). In the formation of gluten, the formation of hydrogen bonding due to HMW
prolamins is important for the stabilization of β-sheet and thus to create a stable dough
that will have good baking attributes such as capacity to withhold gases and creating a
light product. Furthermore, Hoseney et al. (1990) showed that gluten, as any other
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amorphous polymer, has a glass transition temperature that varies with water content.
They showed that gluten containing 16% or more water is rubbery below room
temperature (16-18°C). Thus, gluten proteins are in a glassy state when dry at room
temperature. As water content increases upon mixing, gluten undergoes glass transition at
or before room temperature, which turns the protein into a mobile polymer able to
interact with other gluten polymers (Pouplin, Redl, & Gontard, 1999). Therefore, in
theory, other cereal proteins could form viscoelastic fibrils, if held above their Tg.
Maize zein is unable to form viscoelastic fibrils at room temperature like what
gluten. However, α-zein was reported to form a viscoelastic protein network when the
protein was held and mixed at 35°C, which is above its glass transition temperature of
approximately 28°C at > 20% moisture content (Lawton, 1992; Mejia, Mauer, &
Hamaker, 2007). Zein lacks of HMW prolamins, thus, the chains of glutenin polymers
are not able to form hydrogen bonding and to contribute to the alignment of the
molecules in such a way that will form disulfide bonds and stable β-sheet that will
contribute to dough viscoelasticity and stability (Mejia, Mauer, & Hamaker, 2007).
Therefore, when baking, the structure breaks, and the secondary structure collapses and
returns to random coil.
Schober et al. (2008) used Hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC), a
hydrocolloid with good emulsifyng properties, to influence the properties of zein dough
and bread by its water binding and thickening abilities. The authors compared the HPMC
and Xantham gum to see the effect in dough formation and baking capabilities. Since
HMPC has better emulsifying properties than Xantham gum, it provided a better gas cell
stabilization when baking bread, the bread rose better which resulted in a soft, well-
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aerated crumb, and a round top. Overall, HPMC improved dough and bread quality when
mixing the ingredients below its glass transtion temperature but it was still insufficient
for acceptable bread. Upon mixing, laser scanning confocal microscopy images and
fundamental rheology indicated that coarse zein particles are required for the
development of zein strands, which below Tg these strands easily shattered.
Bugusu et al. (2001) showed that the addition of protein body-free α-zein (≤10%)
at 35°C improved the rheological and leavening characteristics of a wheat-sorghum
composite (80:20) flour dough and bread. Since zein and kafirin are very similar in
chemical and physical characteristics, Bugusu et al. (2001) suggested that zein and kafirin,
if freed from the limitations of their protein bodies, could improve the poor functionality
of wheat-sorghum composite flour dough. Moreover, if the protein is held above its glass
transition with water as plasticizer, it could form polymers similar to those made of wheat
gluten. It could increase stability and relaxation time of viscoelastic dough system;
however, it will not be stable for a long period of time and will collapse during baking
unless modifiers are added to the gluten-free dough (Mejia, Mauer, & Hamaker, 2007).
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2.6

Dough Rheology

Rheology relates to bread functionality and determination of rheological parameters
aims to predict final bread quality such as mixing behavior, sheeting, and baking
performance. Rheological properties of bread are important to bakers and scientists due
to the fact that they determine dough behavior during mechanical handling (mixing) and
they affect the processes governing bubble growth and gas cell stability during proofing
and baking (Dobraszczyk & Morgenstern, 2003). For the purpose of this study, three
different rheological tests were performed in order to determine the rheological
characteristics of the different dough composites.

2.6.1

Small Deformation Test: Frequency Sweep

Dynamic oscillation is one of the most popular and well known techniques to
determine fundamental rheological properties in cereal doughs and batters. These small
deformation tests measure the response of the material by the application of sinusoidally
oscillating stress or strain with time allowing the variation of temperature, strain, or
frequency (Dobraszczyk & Morgenstern, 2003). Oscillatory testing may be achieved in
tension, bulk compression or shear; however the most common testing used in foods and
specifically in dough is shear deformation (Steffe, 1996). Shear strain can be generated
using a parallel plate, cone and plate, or concentric cylinder fixtures which will depend
on the material that is being tested. For bread dough, a parallel plate is commonly used to
ensure that the strain is uniform throughout the sample (Hibberd & Parker, 1978).
Oscillatory shear tests usually operate in the linear viscoelastic region, where rheological
parameters are independent of stress and strain, at small strains in the order up to 1%
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(Dobraszczyk & Morgenstern, 2003). In order to calculate the rheological properties
characterizing the viscoelasticity of dough, the strain (γ), stress (σ), and phase shift (δ) of
the material needs to be defined as follow:
(2.6.1.1)
(2.6.1.2)
( )

(2.6.1.3)
( )

(2.6.1.4)
(2.6.1.5)

√

(2.6.1.6)

Where,
γ

Strain of the material between plates

γ0

Amplitude of the strain equal to

ω

Frequency of oscillation in rad/s

σ

Shear stress produced by strain input

σo

Amplitude of shear stress. Peak force/unit area received by the fixed plate

δ

Phase lag, phase shift, mechanical loss angle relative to the strain.

G’

Storage modulus (solid or elastic character)

G”

Loss modulus (liquid or viscous character)

tan(δ)

Tangent of the phase lag or phase angle

G*

Complex Modulus (Strength of material)
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If the material is an ideal elastic solid, then the sample stress is proportional to the strain
deformation, and it is in phase with the applied sinusoidal strain deformation (δ=0). On
the other hand, if the material is a purely viscous fluid, the stress in the sample is
proportional to the rate of strain deformation, where the proportionality constant is the
viscosity of the fluid and the applied strain and the measured stress are out of phase
(δ=π/2). Moreover, viscoelastic materials show a response that contains both in-phase
and out-of-phase contributions (Steffe, 1996). The storage modulus (G’) is taken as a
measure of the energy stored and recovered in a deformation cycle, whereas the loss
modulus (G”) is related to the energy dissipated or lost as heat in a cycle of deformation.
The complex modulus (G*) gives information about the elasticity and the viscosity of the
material; which in turn gives information on the strength of the samples (Fevzioglu,
Hamaker, & Campanella, 2012). The phase shift (δ) is the phase lag relative to the strain.
The time period associated with phase lag is equal to δ/ω. And, the phase angle (tan δ) is
indicative of the relative contributions of the viscous and elastic character of the material.
In the case of wheat dough, it has been reported that gluten from poor quality wheat are
less elastic and more viscous than gluten from good quality wheat (Khatkar et al., 2002).
Therefore, for the purpose of this study, the complex modulus (G*) and the phase shift (δ)
were determined to assess the viscoelastic behavior of the different zein dough
composites.

2.6.2

Large Deformation Test: Lubricated Squeezing Flow

The majority of dynamic rheological tests performed in cereal doughs are carried out
in shear which does not necessarily measures the system under the appropriate
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deformation conditions; in addition, shear tests are not sensitive to molecular structures
responsible for baking quality and performance (Dobraszczyk & Morgenstern, 2003).
Moreover, dough is subjected to large deformation (including fracture) in uniaxial
elongation and biaxial extension during mixing, fermentation, proofing, and baking
(Sliwinski, Kolster, & Van Vliet, 2004). Strain hardening is a phenomenon where stress
increases more than proportionally to the strain and it is related to the amount of gas that
dough can withhold during baking. Kokelaar, Van Vliet, & Prins (1996) studied the strain
hardening properties and extensibility of gluten doughs in relation to the breadmaking
performance and reported that gluten doughs of good quality flours had higher resistance
to biaxial deformation as well as a more pronounced strain hardening behavior. Moreover,
Fevzioglu, Hamaker, & Campanella (2012) showed that doughs made with gliadin and
zein when mixed with high molecular weight glutenin (HMWG), improved their
rheological properties. The authors found that at 0.1 s-1 strain rate the extensional
viscosity of doughs made of zein + HMWG and of gliadin + HMWG increased as a
function of strain, hence, showed more resistance to biaxial extension and better strain
hardening than those doughs made of just zein or gliadin. Therefore, large deformation
tests such as lubricated squeeze flow viscometry can aim determine the extensional
viscosity as well as the strain hardening behavior of the different zein dough composites
in order to predict the baking performance for gluten-free doughs.
Lubricated Squeezing Flow Viscometry is a rheological method that uses a scientific
instrument to determine the extensional viscosity of a material. In this method, the
sample is compressed vertically between two lubricated plates to induce a horizontal flow
that shows a flat profile as shown in Figure 2.7 (Campanella & Peleg, 2002).
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In this study, two parallel Teflon plates of 25.4 mm diameter were used with the
upper plate moving at a constant biaxial strain rate. Proper lubrication with Teflon grease
was done in order to overcome friction by shear deformation. Lubricated squeezing flow
produces elongational or biaxial flow since the material (dough) stretches radially and
azimuthally as it flows outward (Campanella & Peleg, 2002).

Figure 2.7: Lubricated Squeezing Flow Diagram
Adapted from Campanella & Peleg, 2002
Dough samples were compressed to a total biaxial (engineering) strain of 90% as
calculated from equations (2.6.2.1) and (2.6.2.2). The extensional viscosity (μb) is defined
as the ratio between stress (σ) and strain rate ( ̇ ). The strain rate was set constant for each
experiment and the stress was calculated from the force (F) recorded by the instrument as
a function of time and the area (A) of the sample using equation (2.6.2.3).

(2.6.2.1)
∫

(2.6.2.2)
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(2.6.2.3)
̇

(2.6.2.4)
̇

(2.6.2.5)

Where,
εc

Cauchy Strain (%)

εh

Hencky Strain (%)

h

Height of Sample (mm)

ho Initial Height of Sample (mm)
σ

Stress (KPa)

F

Force (N)

A

Area of dough sample (m2) =

ε

Biaxial Strain (%) = 90%
̇

t

Biaxial Strain Rate (s-1)
Time (s)

μb Extensional Viscosity (KPa·s)

2.6.3 Oscillatory Squeezing Flow
Determination of the thermo-mechanical properties of amorphous food materials,
such as the glass transition temperature, is very important for the formulation and
processing of food systems. The glass transition temperature (Tg) permits to understand
when the material is changing from a glassy (stiff) to a rubbery (flowable) state. In
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breadmaking, the glass transition allows for the unfolding of the protein, maximizing the
interaction with other proteins or carbohydrates, and resulting in an increase in viscosity
when a plasticizer (water) is present. As mentioned in section 2.5.1, there are several
techniques that over the years have been used to determine the glass transition of food
systems; however, in breadmaking DSC and DMA are mostly used to their high
sensitivity to determine thermo-mechanical properties in dough systems. Although, the
glass transition occurs at a range of temperatures, the majority of research done in foods
assigns a value to the temperature where either the storage modulus (G’) or the tangent δ
(tan δ) exhibits a maximum. Moreover, the glass transition temperature in bread dough is
affected by the type and amount of plasticizer as well as the molecular weight and
structure of the protein and starch present. The presence of a plasticizer (water) favors the
mobility of large molecules and thus lowers the Tg (Abiad et al., 2010); in addition, the
higher the molecular weight of a polymer results in a higher temperature for the polymer
to flow due to an increased degree of entanglement taking place between molecular
chains resulting from their increasing length (Fox & Flory, 1950). For the purpose of this
study, DSC and DMA were the first choice to determine the glass transition of the
different dough composites. However, during DSC experiments the change in heat flow
was not as drastic and visible as it should have been; therefore, we were not able to
determine the glass transition in dough with this method. DMA was used with two
different fixtures: powder cell and three-point bending. The powder cell gave very noisy
data probably due to the complexity of the system and the inefficient design of the
powder cell itself because it applies uneven pressure and the sample can easily spill
during testing. The three-point bending tool required the sample to be in pellet form;
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therefore, once the doughs were freeze dried and ground, they were mixed with 1%
glycerol and subjected to 9000 lbf to compact it into a pellet/tablet. Even though glycerol
is an excellent zein plasticizer, it did not allow for the formation of pellets and thus, the
use of three-point bending tool did not work for the measurement of the glass transition
temperature. Oscillatory Squeezing Flow (OSF) is a novel method for measuring
rheological properties of food materials based on the concept of squeezing flow
(Campanella & Peleg, 2002). Santos et al, (2012) used the OSF technique to determine
the viscoelastic properties of dibenzylidene sorbitol. The authors stated that the storage
and loss moduli of fragile gel systems were successfully determined using this method at
high frequencies unlike any other rheological instruments. Abiad et al. (2010) used OSF
to measure the glass and melting transitions of pharmaceutical powders and compared
them to DSC and DMA results. The authors concluded that the OSF method agrees with
literature values as well as those results obtained from DMA and DSC; however, an
advantage of OSF is that it directly touches and measures the response of the sample and
little or no sample preparation is required unlike the methods previously stated.
Moreover, Gonzales et al. (2010) used OSF technique to measure the thermo-mechanical
properties of toasted and corn flakes powders in order to investigate the presence of a
sub-Tg; the results agreed with the DSC endotherm. Therefore, OSF was chosen to study
the differences in thermo-mechanical properties of the different zein dough composites
for this project.
Mert & Campanella (2008) developed the OSF techinique to measure viscoelastic
properties of semi-liquid and semi-solids materials. It involves small amplitudes
oscillations at random frequencies up to 20 kHz and a testing apparatus that can be
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attached to a texture analyzer to control the force exerted on the sample (Abiad et al.,
2010). For this analysis, it is assumed that the mechanical properties of the tested
samples can be described by dashpot (viscous) and spring (elastic) components, as seen
in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Oscillatory Squeezing Flow Diagram
Adapted from Abiad el al. (2010)
According to the theory of vibration (Kinsler et al., 2000), the damping of the
system (viscous component) is closely related to the amplitude of the vibration; on the
other hand, the stiffness (elastic component) is directly related to the natural frequency
of vibration as illustrated in the following equation:
̂

̂
̂

(

)

Where
̂

Impedance of the sample

̂

Fourier transformed Force

̂

Fourier transformed Velocity

R

Mechanical resistance that causes the damping of vibration

ω

Angular frequency

m

Mass effective of the system

(2.6.3.1)
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s

Stiffness of sample associated with the elasticity of the sample

i

imaginary number = √

For testing, the sample is placed between the oscillating and fixed plate. Then the
oscillating plate is lowered until it touches the sample. This is done with the help of a
Texture Analyzer HD Plus (TA Instruments, Newcastle, DE, USA). For the tests
performed in this study, a 2N force was exerted onto the sample to analyze. The
frequency response data was obtained by using Siglab-Matlab interface VNA software as
shown in Appendix A. The force and velocity are measured through the oscillating plate
with the impedance head shown in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9: Oscillatory Squeezing Flow Apparatus Set up

From the setup shown in this figure, we can assume that the system is modeled as a
series of mechanical impedances as shown in equation (2.6.3.2).
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̂

̂

̂

(2.6.3.2)

Where,
̂

Measured mechanical impedance with sample between plates

̂

Mechanical impedance of the apparatus without any sample

̂

Mechanical impedance of the sample

Therefore, the mechanical impedance of the sample can be described as:
̂

(

)

R

Mechanical resistance that causes the damping of vibration

ω

Angular frequency

meff

Mass effective of the system

s

Stiffness of sample associated with the elasticity of the sample

i

imaginary number = √

(2.6.3.3)

Moreover, the resonance frequency (fres) of the sample associated with the stiffness
(elasticity) of the sample can be determined as the frequency at which the inverse of the
impedance (

̂ = mobility) reaches a maximum.
√

(2.6.3.4)

For amorphous materials, a decrease in stiffness with increasing temperature is indicative
of the glass transition (Abiad et al., 2010). Therefore, the stiffness of each dough sample
was determined as follows:
̂

(2.6.3.5)

The mass effective of the system includes the mass of the sample and the squeezing force
exerted on the sample to achieve good contact between the oscillating plate and the
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sample. In order to calculate the mass effective of the system (meff) a variation of
equation (2.6.3.5) is used:
(̂

)

(2.6.3.6)

In this equation, the stiffness over the square of the frequency will approach zero when
high frequencies are reached. Therefore a plot of the imaginary part of the impedance of
the sample divided by frequency versus frequency will reach an asymptote when high
frequencies are used. Therefore, it is safe to assume that
frequencies.

(̂

)

at high
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CHAPTER 3.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1

Materials

Zein was obtained from Freeman Industries (Tuckahoe, NY, USA). Sodium
caseinate was supplied from Fonterra (Rosemont, IL, USA). Pure food powder corn
starch was purchased from Tate and Lyle (Decatur, IL, USA). Gluten from wheat
(G5004), casein from bovine milk (C3400), starch from wheat (S5127) and starch from
rice (S7260) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Glutenin and
gliadin were extracted using the method of Khatkar et al. (1995). Liquid nitrogen was
purchased from Lily Hall at Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN, USA). Teflon-based
grease was obtained from Finish Line Technologies (Bay Shore, NY, USA). Distilled
water was used for all the experiments.
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3.2
3.2.1

Methods
Dough Mixing

Different flour composites made of protein (10%) + starch (90%) + water were
studied to determine the change in rheological properties. AACCI Method 54-40.02 was
used to determine the optimum amount of water and mixing time for the different dough
composites. Table 3.1 shows the composites used for this study. Each dough sample was
mixed in a 10.0 g mixer from National Mfg. Co. (Lincoln, NE) as seen in Figure 3.1, for
5 minutes at room temperature and at 35˚C to study the effect of the glass transition
temperature in mixed samples. Furthermore, the dough composites were dipped
immediately in liquid nitrogen, freeze dried for 48 hours, ground and sieved for further Tg
studies.

Figure 3.1: Dough Mixer
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Table 3.1: Dough Composites
Protein

Co-Protein

Starch

Zein (Z)
Zein (Z)

Caseinate (C5)

Zein (Z)

Sodium Caseinate (N5)

Zein (Z)

Glutenin (T5)

Zein (Z)

Gliadin (D5)

Corn Starch (S1)
Wheat Starch (S2)
Rice Starch (S3)

3.2.2 Small Deformation Test
3.2.2.1 Frequency Sweep
For small deformation tests, dough samples were prepared in a 10.0 g mixer as
stated previously. Each sample was tested in the rheometer (DHR-3 Model, TA
Instruments, Newcastle, DE, USA) that used parallel plate geometry (40 mm diameter
plate). The sample was placed in the bottom plate while the upper plate was lowered until
reaching a 2 mm gap as shown in Figure 3.2. Excess dough was carefully trimmed off
with a spatula and a thin layer of vegetable oil was applied to the exposed dough surfaces
to prevent moisture loss. When dough mixed at 35°C was tested, the bottom plate was
heated to the same temperature to prevent losing the protein-carbohydrate structure at a
lower temperature. First, a strain sweep test was performed in order to determine the
linear viscoelastic region of the samples. A constant frequency of 1 Hz and strain range
of 0.1-40% was applied to the samples. Based on the strain sweep test results, the
frequency sweep tests were performed at a 0.5% strain and with a frequency range from
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0.1 to 20 Hz. Results obtained from rheometer were expressed in terms of the phase angle
(δ) which gives information on the elasticity of the dough and Complex modulus (G*)
that gives information on the strength of the samples. Tests were done at least in
duplicate. The Standard Error of Mean (SEM) was estimated using Origin 7.

Figure 3.2: Frequency
Sweep Test Set Up
3.2.3 Large Deformation Test
3.2.3.1 Lubricated Squeezing Flow
Biaxial extension of dough can be achieved in a lubricated squeezing flow
between two parallel plates to provide a better understanding of dough expansion during
proof and oven rise. The extensional viscosity of the dough samples was obtained by
placing dough between two Teflon plates as seen in Figure 3.3. Teflon-based grease was
used to lubricate both plates to overcome the friction introduced by shear deformation.
The two plates with a diameter of 25.4 mm were attached to a Texture Analyzer HD Plus
(TA Instruments, Newcastle, DE, USA) in order to control the strain at which the sample
was deformed. The bottom plate was fixed while the upper plate moved vertically
downward compressing the sample at a constant strain rate of 40% s-1 and 70% s-1 with a
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total biaxial strain of 90%. Force to compress each dough sample was recorded as a
function of time in order to calculate the extensional viscosity (µb) as stated in section
2.6.2. Lubricated squeeze flow testing for dough mixed at 35°C was done inside an
incubation room at the same temperature in order to capture dough behavior and zeinstarch interaction. Tests were done in duplicate. The Standard Error of Mean (SEM) was
estimated using Origin 7.

Figure 3.3: Lubricated
Squeezing Flow Test Set Up
3.2.4

Glass Transition Temperature

3.2.4.1 Oscillatory Squeezing Flow
Dough samples were freeze dried, ground, and sieved for this experiment. The
stiffness of the sample was calculated from the application of the Oscillatory Squeezing
Flow (OSF) technique described by Mert and Campanella (2008). A modification of such
technique was used to study the thermo-mechanical properties of powdered dough. It
involved small amplitude oscillations at random frequencies up to 10 KHz while keeping
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a constant force of 2 N. The OSF technique is based on the Squeezing Flow Viscometry
theory for nonelastic semiliquid foods presented by Campanella and Peleg (2002). For an
amorphous material, such as dough, a decrease in stiffness with increasing temperature is
indicative of the transition from a glassy to a rubbery state known as the glass transition.
The apparatus consisted of a low voltage piezoelectric crystal stack (Piezo Systems, Inc.,
Cambridge, MA, USA) and an impedance head Type 8001 (Brüel & Kjær, Nærum,
Denmark) attached to a Texture Analyzer HD Plus (TA Instruments, Newcastle, DE,
USA) as seen in Figure 3.4. Upon the application of voltage, the piezoelectric crystal
stack produced mechanical oscillations so that the upper plate oscillated, while the force
and acceleration were measured through the impedance head and transformed into
resonance frequency response specific for each sample (Mert & Campanella, 2008).
SigLab-Matlab VNA interface program, as demonstrated in Appendix A, was used to
obtain and convert the frequency data to mechanical impedance to calculate the stiffness
and other rheological parameters described by the traditional dash-pot and spring
components (Mert & Campanella, 2008). Each sample was heated from 10 to 100°C in
10°C increments using a digital hot plate (Brookfield Engineering Laboratories Inc.,
Middleboro, MA, USA). Tests were performed at least in duplicate. The Standard Error
of Mean (SEM) was estimated using Origin 7.
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Figure 3.4: Oscillatory Squeezing Flow Test Set Up
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CHAPTER 4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

There are three different effects that will be discussed in this chapter. The effect of
the addition of a co-protein (casein, sodium caseinate, gliadin, and glutenin), the effect of
different sources of starches (corn, wheat, and rice), and the effect of mixing dough at
two different temperatures, room temperature (25°C) and past zein’s glass transition
temperature (35°C).
4.1

Effect of Co-Protein and Temperature

Zein is a maize prolamin that is assumed to have similar function as gliadin in gluten
(Fevzioglu, Hamaker, & Campanella, 2012). It has been hypothesized that gliadin is
responsible for conferring viscous properties whereas glutenin confers strength and
elasticity so that the viscoelastic dough is cohesive, strechable and extensible upon water
addition and mixing (Khatkar, Fido, Tatham, & Schofield, 2002; Fevzioglu, Hamaker, &
Campanella, 2012). Zein and gliadin showed improved rheological properties after the
addition of HMWG suggesting that the interaction between such prolamins and HMWG
enhanced the viscoelastic properties of the dough when mixed at 35°C (Fevzioglu,
Hamaker, & Campanella, 2012). On the other hand, casein proteins have been
extensively used in the food industry for food formulations or enhancement of food due
to its nutritional value and simplicity of production (Konstance & Strange, 1991).
Stathopoulos & O'Kennedy (2008) found that aggregated casein samples were more
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elastic than gluten at room temperature but upon heating produced materials that were
weaker and had a predominately viscous character. Consequently, the addition of four coproteins (casein (C5), sodium caseinate (N5), glutenin (T5), and gliadin (D5)) was
studied in order to determine if the addition of 5% of such co-protein will improve the
already mentioned rheological behavior of zein doughs with corn, wheat, and rice
starches.
4.1.1 Doughs made with Corn Starch
At 25°C doughs made with corn starch showed that, in general, co-protein addition
increased the G* values of zein dough samples. This may be attributed to the fact that
zein at room temperature is not mobile enough and did not interact with the different coproteins since viscoelastic dough was not formed when mixed with any co-protein and
corn starch. On the contrary, G* values of protein + co-protein + corn starch mixed at
35°C showed 4 different significantly different groups, as seen in Figure 4.1:


Zein (Z) + Glutenin (T5) with the highest G* values



Zein (Z) + Sodium Caseinate (N5)



Zein (Z) and Zein (Z) + Casein (C5)



Gluten (G) and Zein (Z) + Gliadin (D5) with the lowest G* values

Zein + Glutenin dough showed highest G* values indicating a strong structure compared
to the other doughs which correlates to the vast majority of research that establishes that
glutenin confers dough strength and elasticity to withhold gases during proofing and
baking.
For dough mixed at room temperature, Figure 4.2, the lowest phase angle was
observed for gluten dough at low frequency whereas at a higher frequency, δ values for
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gluten showed to be higher than other zein samples. This indicates a tendency toward
more liquid-like behavior at high deformation rates (high frequencies) which could be
indicative of overdeveloped dough (Steffe, 1996). Overall, co-protein addition of dough
mixed at 25°C did not show any significant improvement other than showing a more
liquid-like behavior at low frequencies and a more solid-like behavior at high frequencies.
It was observed that dough mixed at 35°C, past zein’s glass transition temperature,
formed a somewhat viscoelastic dough with all co-proteins present.
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Figure 4.1: Complex Modulus (G*) of Protein + Co-protein + Corn Starch Mixed at 25°C
and 35°C
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Zein + glutenin dough at this temperature showed to be more elastic probably due
enhanced protein-protein interactions between zein and glutenin since zein had
undergone its glass transition temperature (Lawton, 1992) making the protein more
mobile and more prone to interaction with other dough constituents. The addition of
sodium caseinate showed a relatively lower phase angle than other co-proteins at this
temperature. It also showed a rather sticky texture after mixing which may be due to the
fact that sodium caseinate in the presence of water can be used for the formulation of glue
(Rolando, 1998).
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Figure 4.2: Phase Angle (δ) of Protein + Co-protein + Corn Starch Mixed at 25°C and
35°C
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Moreover, the extensional viscosity of dough mixed at room temperature, showed
two groups statistically different: gluten and zein + co-protein dough made with corn
starch. Zein samples showed higher extensional viscosity values than the gluten sample
which indicates that zein samples were more resistant to extensional deformation, as seen
in Figure 4.3. Furthermore, co-protein addition did not cause any change in extensional
viscosity values of zein dough samples. Lowest extensional viscosity value was obtained
for gluten sample at 35°C similar to that of room temperature data. However, increasing
the temperature decreased the extensional viscosity values of most of the zein dough
samples. The highest extensional viscosity value was observed for zein + sodium
caseinate dough sample. Temperature increase was not found to affect extensional
viscosity of this sample as in other samples. Decrease in extensional viscosity values of
zein dough samples at 35°C might be due to the effect of glass transition since above
glass transition temperature molecules become more mobile and water might have a
better plasticizing effect.
Overall, the effect of the addition of co-protein in the rheological properties of dough
is more pronounced when dough is mixed at 35°C. As Lawton (1992) and Fevzioglu,
Hamaker, & Campanella (2012) showed in their studies, zein interacts better with other
dough components when it undergoes its glass transition. Generally, glutenin and sodium
caseinate showed a stronger, more elastic, and more resistant dough to deformation
compared to gluten dough mixed at the same temperature.
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Figure 4.3: Extensional viscosity (μb) of Protein + Co-protein + Corn Starch Mixed at
25°C and 35°C

4.1.2

Doughs Made with Wheat Starch

At room temperature, zein dough samples made with wheat starch showed higher G*
values than gluten dough. This may be attributed to the fact that there is a better proteinstarch interaction and possibly some protein left in the wheat starch. Protein-starch
interactions will be discussed in the next section of this chapter. Also, the addition of coprotein showed higher G* than zein and gluten dough. Among the 4 co-proteins, 2
significantly different groups were observed: C5, N5, T5 and D5 with slightly lower G*
than the other 3 systems as seen in Figure 4.4. On the contrary at 35°C, the gap between
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G* of those dough samples became narrower with sodium caseinate showing a slightly
higher G* than other doughs and gliadin showed a similar G* as gluten.
Moreover, gluten dough mixed at both temperatures showed the lowest phase angle
of all dough samples implying a more elastic dough. This is due to known fact that wheat
is indeed the best cereal to make a viscoelastic dough and bread from. Figure 4.5
illustrates that at 25°C, neither zein or zein + co-protein showed an improvement in the
phase angle at low frequencies. At higher deformation rates, zein dough showed a more
solid-like behavior than the other samples.
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Figure 4.4: Complex Modulus (G*) Protein + Co-protein + Wheat Starch Mixed at 25°C
and 35°C
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Figure 4.5: Phase Angle (δ) of Protein + Co-protein + Wheat Starch Mixed at 25°C and
35°C
The extensional viscosity of dough samples, Figure 4.6, mixed at 25°C showed gluten
and zein + gliadin samples had slightly similar extensional viscosity values. On the other
hand, zein and casein, sodium caseinate, and glutenin showed a slightly increase on the
extensional viscosity suggesting a higher resistance to deformation. At 35°C, Sodium
caseinate showed a decrease in the extensional viscosity; whereas, gluten, gliadin, and
glutenin dough samples showed not to be statistically different. Moreover, zein presented
a higher resistance to deformation compared to gluten and other samples.
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Figure 4.6: Extensional Viscosity (μb) of Protein + Co-protein + Wheat Starch Mixed at
25°C and 35°C
Unlike dough made with corn starch, changes in the rheological properties with the
addition of co-protein into the dough system were observed at both 25°C and 35°C. This
could be attributed to the source of starch and most likely some traces of gluten still
present in the starch. Overall, addition of co-proteins showed a slight improvement in the
strength and extensional viscosity of the samples. In addition, at low frequencies
oscillatory tests showed gluten to be the most elastic sample; whereas, at higher
frequencies, all dough sample presented a similar and more viscoelastic behavior.
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4.1.3

Doughs Made with Rice Starch

At room temperature, 3 groups of statistically different samples were observed as
seen in Figure 4.7. Zein + gliadin showed the highest G* whereas zein, gluten and zein +
glutenin showed similar and lower G* than the other samples. Casein and sodium
caseinate samples also showed similar G* values but higher than those of gluten. On the
other hand, at 35°C all co-protein G* values decreased with the exception of glutenin at
high frequencies which showed to be higher than gluten dough. Also, gliadin showed a
lower G* than the rest of co-proteins at 35°C but also lower G* value than gliadin at 25°C.
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Figure 4.7: Complex Modulus (G*) of Protein + Co-protein + Rice Starch Mixed at 25°C
and 35°C
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Zein dough samples generally showed lower phase angle values compared to gluten
when mixed at 25°C especially at higher frequencies. Casein and gliadin addition showed
similar phase angle values as gluten as seen in Figure 4.8. On the contrary, sodium
caseinate and glutenin did not cause any significant change in zein doughs. In contrast to
phase angle values obtained at room temperature, glutenin slightly increased the phase
angle values of zein dough at all frequencies tested. Overall the addition of co-proteins
did not cause a substantial change in the elasticity of the dough samples mixed at 35°C.
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35°C
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Furthermore, Figure 4.9 shows the extensional viscosity values for the different
dough samples. At room temperature, the addition of casein shows the highest resistance
to deformation; whereas, gluten and sodium caseinate showed slightly similar behavior at
low frequencies. In contrast, addition of the co-proteins at 35°C did not present any
significant change in the extensional viscosity. All dough samples seemed to follow the
behavior of gluten dough.
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Figure 4.9: Extensional Viscosity (μb) of Protein + Co-protein + Rice Starch Mixed at
25°C and 35°C
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Unlike doughs made with corn and wheat starch, the addition of co-protein shows
changes in the rheological properties of zein doughs when mixed at 25°C. This could be
due to enhanced interaction between protein-starch and co-protein-starch interaction.
During the testing process, it was observed that doughs made with rice starch were
tougher and somewhat elastic in comparison to doughs made with corn and wheat starch.
Overall addition of co-proteins showed similar rheological properties as gluten dough.
Furthermore, co-protein addition to zein doughs made of three different cereal
sources mixed at different temperatures showed some similarity or slight improvement
when compared to gluten dough. Milk proteins are used in the bakery industry very often
due to its nutritional content. Casein and sodium caseinate showed that interaction
between zein and different starches was present. This study suggests that a small amount
of co-protein could also change the functionality of another protein, in this case zein, in
order to create a more viscoelastic system. A dough system that is more elastic, strong,
and resistant to deformation can withhold gases during proofing and oven rising so it is
more stable to hold its cell structure after baking and cooling. Further study should be
done in order to determine the appropriate amount of co-protein to be added and how it
affects the system as well as other types of co-proteins to better assess interactions
between co-protein and zein.
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4.2

Effect of Starch and Temperature

It is well known that gluten and wheat starch in wheat flour interact to form a
viscoelastic structure capable of withholding gases during baking and also to be able to
give bread its crumb structure and texture. There have been studies of composite flours
on how gluten from several sources and starches from different sources interact and
provide such properties to bread dough (Dennett & C., 1979; Kusunose, Fujii, &
Matsumoto, 1999). Factors such as the source of the gluten, amylose content, and gliadin
and glutenin ratio are common targets to study the interaction between gluten and starch
and its influence in the rheological properties of doughs. However, there has not been a
clear understanding on the protein-carbohydrate interaction among these studies.
Furthermore, with the increasing demand for gluten-free products, research needs to be
more focused on improving other cereal proteins functionality to accomplish such goals.
That is why, for the purpose of this study, zein and starches from three different sources
have been chosen to be considered in order to provide a better insight on how the starches
interact with the protein in order to create viscoelastic dough made of a gluten-free cereal
source. Lawton (1992) concluded that zein mixed with corn starch above its glass
transition temperature (at 35°C) forms a viscoelastic dough supposedly because, similarly
to gluten, when it undergoes its glass transition temperature makes it mobile and able to
interact better with other gluten polymers to form the gluten network in dough. In this
study, zein mixed with corn, wheat, and rice starches at 35°C formed a viscoelastic dough
as described by Lawton (1992). On the other hand, zein mixed with corn starch at 25°C
did not form any type of dough and it showed almost a separation of liquid and solid
phases. In addition, zein mixed with wheat and rice starches at 25°C formed somewhat
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viscoelastic dough which can be seen in Figure 4.10. The picture on the left shows zein
mixed with corn starch at room temperature. It is noticeable that it did not form a dough
and even after taking it out of the mixing bowl and ceased any stress, it relaxed a lot
faster and behaved more like a liquid. The picture on the center shows to some extent a
viscoelastic dough and although a small amount of the liquid phase can be seen in the
middle of the bowl, after removing it from the mixing bowl and kneading it for a short
period of time the dough remained stable as can be seen in Figure 4.11. Finally, the zein
dough made with rice starch (figure on the right) did not show any liquid phase in the
middle and formed a more tougher viscoelastic dough than that made of wheat starch.

Figure 4.10: Zein + Corn, Wheat, and Rice Starch Mixed @ 25°C

Figure 4.11: Zein + Wheat Starch Mixed @ 25°C
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Moreover, Figure 4.12 shows the formation of fibrils when zein and corn starch are
mixed above the glass transition temperature of zein which agrees with the findings of
Lawton (1992) and Fevzioglu, Hamaker, & Campanella (2012) that zein forms
viscoelastic dough when mixed at 35°C.

Figure 4.12: Zein + Corn Starch Mixed @ 35°C

The elasticity of dough has been mainly attributed to the protein content in dough. It
is assumed that during mixing, hydrated protein partially dissociate, unfold, and stretch to
form fibrils throughout the dough (Amemiya & Menjivar, 1992). Moreover, starch-starch
interactions store potential energy upon deformation, and thus contribute to the elastic
behavior of doughs as well as the protein-starch interactions. These two interactions
would be more active at small deformations which constitute mainly Van der Waals and
hydrogen bond interactions. Moreover, large deformation tests resemble practical
conditions experienced during mixing, proofing and baking (Dobraszczyk & Morgenstern,
2003). Large deformation tests were performed to asses on the strength of dough (i.e. the
stress required before dough breaks). During large deformation, dough exhibits 4
different regions: pre-yield, yield, strain hardening, and post-fracture (Amemiya &
Menjivar, 1992). In the pre-yield region (at strains below 3%) van der Waals and
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hydrogen bond interactions are more likely to dominate. In the yield region, these
interactions start to break down upon deformation. The strain-hardening region (above
25% and below 1300% strain) shows mainly protein-protein interactions. Finally in the
post-fracture region (above 1300% strain) shows where the protein network starts to
breakdown (Amemiya & Menjivar, 1992). In this study, dough samples were submitted
to the pre-yield region in order to observe protein-starch and starch-starch interactions.
Starch plays a “filler” role during mixing but since it is the largest component in dough, it
also contributes to dough viscoelasticity. The main target of this study was to determine
if there was an improvement in the rheological properties between the three sources of
starches while keeping the main protein constant (zein). Figure 4.13 shows the complex
modulus (G*) values of protein-starch mixtures mixed at 25°C and 35°C.
For dough mixed at 25°C, there are three groups that can be observed for the complex
modulus at low frequencies:


Zein + Rice Starch (Z+S3) and Gluten + Rice Starch (G+S3) with highest G*



Zein + Corn Starch (Z+S1) and Zein + Wheat Starch (Z+S2) and Gluten + Corn
Starch (G+S1);



Gluten + Wheat Starch (G+S2) with the lowest G*

The lowest G* values were observed for the gluten sample prepared with wheat
starch. This might have been attributed to more free water in the dough system not
absorbed by the protein or starch granules (Sahlstrom et al., 1998). Zein samples
generally showed higher G* values compared to gluten samples at room temperature
which might be attributed to stiffness and not forming a very well developed (cohesive)
dough structure. At higher frequencies zein mixed with corn and rice starch showed
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higher G* values than their respective gluten dough samples. At 35°C, three groups were
observed as well:


G+S1 with highest G*



Z+S1;



Z+S2, Z+S3, G+S2, G+S3 with the lowest G*.

The gluten sample mixed with corn starch showed the highest G* values indicating a
stronger structure than the other samples. Zein and gluten samples mixed with wheat and
rice starches showed similar G* values; however, values were lower than the zein and
gluten samples prepared with corn starches. From this behavior, it can be said that
cornstarch had a strengthening effect on the protein-starch dough model.
300
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Figure 4.13: Complex Modulus (G*) of Protein + Starch Mixed at 25°C and 35°C
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Phase angle (δ) values of protein-starch mixtures at 25°C and 35°C, shown in Figure
4.14, can be divided into three groups: a) Z+S1 and Z+S2 b) G+S1 and G+S2 c) Z+S3
and G+S3. These three groups are specially observed at low frequencies for both mixing
temperatures. Higher δ values were observed for Z+S1 and Z+S2 samples compared to
gluten dough samples prepared with the same type of starches at low frequencies
suggesting that zein mixed with corn and wheat starch have a less elastic behavior than
zein and gluten mixed with rice starch. It can be said that rice starch has a substantial
effect in decreasing the phase angle value of zein dough samples; thus, increasing the
viscoelastic properties of dough samples.
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Figure 4.14: Phase Angle (δ) of Protein + Starch Mixed at 25°C and 35°C
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Highest extensional viscosities (μb) were obtained for Z+S1 mixed at 25°C similar to the
extensional viscosity values obtained at 35°C. Generally, zein mixed with all three
starched gave higher extensional viscosity values than gluten dough samples. This
suggests that zein samples were more resistant to deformation (Figure 4.15).
The differences between tendencies of the proteins to show different behavior with
different starches both at 25°C and 35°C might be due to the differences in their glass
transition temperature and plasticizing effect of water at different temperatures. Zein,
which is reported to have a Tg over 28°C, might become more mobile at 35°C and show
softer structure compared to dough mixed at 25°C.
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Figure 4.15: Extensional Viscosity (μb) of Protein + Starch Mixed at 25°C and 35°C
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Overall, when comparing all zein doughs to their respective gluten dough (same
starch), zein dough made with rice starch showed similar or slightly improved rheological
characteristics than other zein doughs at 35°C, as seen in Figure 4.16. This may be due to
the commonly observed higher level of damaged starch granules present in rice starch
(Tester, 1997) which at 35°C will promote zein-zein and zein-starch interactions to
facilitate formation of fibrils upon stretching. Although, the main purpose of this study
was to determine the differences in rheological properties between zein, gluten and
different starches, it is important to notice that starch plays a more important role during
proofing and baking. Therefore, another parameter to consider when evaluating different
starches is the amylose content. Dennett & Sterling (1979) observed that as the amylose
content decreased, the loaf volume increased with a softer and more hydrated crumb. In
such study, rice starch presented the lowest amylose content (13.3%) whereas wheat
starch had 28.3%. Moreover, bread dough is constituted of 24% bound water and 16%
free water. From which around 45% is water associated with starch, 31% with protein,
and 23% with pentosans (Sahlstrom et al., 1998). Part of the free water has been found to
cover starch granules while the residue exists as droplets dispersed throughout the dough.
Such free water is more readily absorbed by starch granules during gelatinization which
occurs at slightly higher temperatures for smaller granules (Dennett & Sterling, 1979).
Rice starch contains smaller granules than wheat and corn starch. Rice granules have a
higher specific surface area increasing the amount of water needed to coat the starch
granules (Sahlstrom et al., 1998); consequently, rice starch could present a higher
hydration capacity compared to wheat and corn starches. Finally, even though all the
samples presented in this study were in the dough state, there are noticeable differences
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in the rheological properties of zein doughs made of different starches which could give
more insight in the production of gluten-free bread.

Dough Made with Rice Starch Mixed at 25C and 35C
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Figure 4.16: G*, δ, and μb of Dough Made with Rice Starch
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4.3

Oscillatory Squeezing Flow

Lawton (1992) showed that zein can form viscoelastic dough similar to that made
from gluten when mixed with >20% water content and held above its glass transition
temperature (~28°C). Similarly, gluten is able to form viscoelastic dough at room
temperature which is above its glass transition temperature (~18°C). The glass transition
is a secondary kinetic phenomenon that occurs when an amorphous material goes from
being glassy to a rubbery state (Abiad, Carvajal, & Campanella, 2009). In breadmaking,
the glass transition of dough is necessary for understanding how proteins and
carbohydrates interact to form the gluten matrix in order to form viscoelastic dough
capable of withholding gases during fermentation and baking and still be able to
withstand its structure after cooling. Although there are many methods used in the food
research area to measure the Tg of amorphous materials (see Table 2.2), not all of them
have been very successful in determining the glass transition temperature of bread dough.
A novel technique introduced by Mert and Campanella (2008) based on the principle of
squeezing flow presented by Campanella and Peleg (2002) allowed us to successfully
determine the glass transition temperature of zein dough composites formed with
different starches. The only difference between OSF and the other tests performed in this
study is that the sample tested was in powder form and not in an actual dough state. The
moisture content on the powder doughs were between 4-6%. Therefore, in the absence of
a plasticizer (water) the glass transition temperature should be higher than in actual
dough state. Each powder dough, depending of the starch, had different particle size
distribution. Dough made with corn starch was harder to grind and showed to be coarser
than wheat and rice starch.
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As mentioned in section 2.6.3, the OSF method could be used to determine the
thermo-mechanical response of a powder. It measures the changes in stiffness as a
constant force is applied and the powder consolidates. For this study, different dough
composites were mixed at 25°C and 35°C, freeze-dried for 48 hours, ground and tested
under a constant applied force of 2N. The stiffness of the each sample as a function of
temperature was recorded. The Tg of the sample was determined by the abrupt change in
stiffness as the powder became softer by approaching its Tg. The stiffness of each sample
was normalized by dividing the measured stiffness by the highest stiffness value of the
same run. The normalized stiffness of each trial was plotted as a function of temperature
and a logistic sigmoidal curve was used to fit the non-linear data points as shown in
Figure 4.17.
Gluten + Wheat Starch Mixed at 25C
1.1
NLFit (Logistic) (8/21/2013 13:29:08)
Equation: y = A2 + (A1-A2)/(1 + (x/x0)^p)
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Figure 4.17: Normalized Stiffness vs Temperature of Gluten + Wheat Starch
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The point of inflection (center) was determined by Origin 7 from the following logistic
equation and assumed to be the sample glass transition:

( )
Where,
A1

Initial value

A2

Final value

x0

Center

p

Empirical Power

Table 4.1 summarizes the glass transition temperatures of the different doughs tested in
this study. Furthermore, Figure 4.18 shows the glass transition temperature of gluten (G),
zein (Z), zein + co-proteins: casein (C5), sodium caseinate (N5), glutenin (T5), gliadin
(D5) + starch (corn, wheat, and rice) mixed at 25°C and 35°C. Also, pure zein (Zein) and
pure gluten (Gluten) in powder form were tested to be compared to dough composites. In
doughs made with corn starch (S1), zein dough composites mixed at 25°C had higher
glass transition temperature than gluten dough and pure gluten which suggests that a
small amount of co-protein did not favor interactions between proteins and starch since
zein is less mobile at room temperature. When mixed at 35°C, there was a noticeable
drop in Tg for zein composites especially for zein and casein which accounts for a similar
Tg as that of gluten dough. Similarly to corn starch, wheat starch (S2) zein composite
doughs mixed at room temperature showed higher Tg than gluten dough and pure gluten;
whereas, Tg for doughs mixed at 35°C decreased, particularly zein and glutenin dough
which showed a lower Tg than gluten dough mixed at 25°C. This suggests that even a
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small amount of glutenin, which is said to confer elasticity to dough, decreased the Tg of
zein in the presence of wheat starch. Finally, in rice starch (S3) doughs, gluten showed
the highest Tg when mixed at 25°C and decreased drastically when mixed at 35°C. This
could be an experimental error during the testing stage since it does not agree with the
rest of the data collected for the experiments or any previous research. Overall, gliadin
and glutenin composite doughs with rice starch showed a lower Tg at 25°C than the other
dough composites. However, zein and casein dough showed a sharp drop in Tg when
mixed at 35°C. Sodium caseinate, glutenin, and gliadin samples also showed a lower Tg
than that doughs mixed at room temperature.
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Figure 4.18: Glass Transition Temperature (Tg) of Different Dough Composites made
with (A) Corn Starch (B) Wheat Starch and (C) Rice Starch
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All composite powder doughs followed the same trend when mixed with all three
starches; their Tg was significantly higher than that of gluten when mixed at room
temperature and it decreased when mixed at 35°C except for zein + gliadin + wheat starch
where the Tg was higher at 35°C. Moreover, protein-co-protein interaction is more
noticeable in rice starch at both mixing temperatures. This gives some insight in how
proteins interact with each other as well as starch during the dough phase. More research
should be conducted to determine the interactions between rice starch and zein + coproteins to better understand how they interact during baking.
To determine the effect of different starches in bread dough, the glass transition
temperature of zein and gluten composites made with corn (S1), wheat (S2), and rice (S3)
starch mixed at 25°C and 35°C were compared to pure zein and pure gluten in powder
form. Figure 4.19 shows that zein mixed with corn starch at 35°C had a statistically
significant lower glass transition temperature than zein mixed at 25°C and lower Tg than
pure zein. Suggesting that plasticizer activity, starch source and mixing temperature
influenced the structure of proteins in dough formation. The glass transition temperature
for this dough composite showed to be similar to that of gluten mixed at both
temperatures which agrees with Lawton’s theory (1992) that when the proper amount of
plasticizer is provided at a mixing temperature past zein’s glass transition temperature,
zein can form viscoelastic dough. Moreover, zein and wheat starch showed similar glass
transition temperature when mixed at both temperatures. This suggests zein-starch
interactions may be limited in the presence of traces of wheat proteins in the starch.
Gluten and wheat starch mixed at 35°C had a higher Tg than gluten dough mixed at 35°C
probably be due to some denaturation of gluten at that temperature. Finally, zein and rice
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starch mixed at 35°C showed a lower glass transition than dough mixed at 25°C with the
same starch. Overall, rice starch doughs showed the lowest glass transition temperature
from all three starches and significantly lower than pure gluten as well as gluten mixed
with the rice starch at both mixing temperatures. This could be attributed to the
interaction between rice starch and a more mobile protein (zein) to form a strong and
extensible viscoelastic structure as reported by Matveev et al (1997), polymers become
more mobile over their glass transition temperature favoring the formation of more
interactions.
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Figure 4.19: Glass Transition Temperature (Tg) of Pure Zein, Pure Gluten, Zein and
Gluten dough made with (A) Corn Starch (S1), (B) Wheat Starch (S2), (C) and Rice
Starch (S3) mixed at 25°C and 35°C.
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Table 4.1: Glass Transition Temperature of Pure Zein, Pure Gluten, and Different Dough Composites Made with Corn (S1), Wheat
(S2) and Rice (S3) Mixed at 25°C and 35°C.
Sample

Mixed at 25°C

Mixed at 35°C

Tg (°C)

SEM

Range (°C)

Tg (°C)

SEM

Range (°C)

Pure Zein
Pure Gluten

67
61

0.65
1.57

66 - 68
59 - 64

67
61

0.65
1.57

66 - 68
59 - 64

Z+S1
Z+S1+C5
Z+S1+N5
Z+S1+T5
Z+S1+D5
G+S1

60
63
72
68
77
51

0.64
1.65
0.64
0.82
0.82
1.15

59 - 61
61 - 67
70 - 72
67 - 70
75 - 78
50 - 54

53
48
52
63
61
49

1.25
1.01
2.96
2.52
0.46
1.60

52 - 55
46 - 50
46 - 55
59 - 68
60 - 62
47 - 52

Z+S2
Z+S2+C5
Z+S2+N5
Z+S2+T5
Z+S2+D5
G+S2

59
73
70
67
57
52

0.84
0.72
0.78
1.30
0.94
1.42

57 - 60
72 - 74
69 - 72
65 - 70
56 - 59
49 - 54

56
65
68
46
65
60

0.52
2.24
1.66
1.47
1.06
1.49

56 - 57
62 - 70
65 - 70
44 - 49
63 - 67
57 - 62

Z+S3
Z+S3+C5
Z+S3+N5
Z+S3+T5
Z+S3+D5
G+S3

45
54
50
42
41
64

1.87
1.46
1.05
1.38
1.27
1.01

41 - 48
52 - 57
50 - 52
39 - 44
38 - 43
63 - 66

37
31
37
38
35
48

0.33
0.97
1.34
0.51
1.03
1.13

36 - 37
29 - 32
35 - 39
37 - 39
34 - 37
46 - 50
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CHAPTER 5.

CONCLUSION

Bread is one of the oldest processed foods in the world that has evolved since the
first time produced. It is also a staple in many countries and a complex food system since
it encounters several interactions and phase changes during its production. It starts as a
mix of dry ingredients where water is added and then mixed all together creating
viscoelastic dough. The dough is then kneaded, fermented, and finally put in the oven to
produce a light and palatable product. Currently, wheat flour is the only cereal flour that
is capable of creating a viscoelastic dough that strong enough to expand during
fermentation, withhold gases during baking, and withstand its cell structure during
cooling and storage. This is mainly attributed to wheat protein fractions: gliadins which
give dough viscous properties whereas glutenins confer dough strength and elasticity
(Khatkar, Bell, & Schofield, 1995). Moreover, starch also contributes to the breadmaking
process: it dilutes wheat gluten, acts as substrate for the amylases to produce fermentable
sugars for yeast fermentation, provides a surface for strong bonding with wheat gluten,
provides flexibility for loaf expansion during partial gelatinization during baking, gives
structural and textural properties to the final baked product, holds and retains water by
acting as a water sink, and contributes to staling upon storage (Mason, 2009). On the
other hand, the increasing demand for gluten free products in the market for celiac
patients has encouraged food scientists to relentlessly try to create more products that are
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gluten-free. Bread, a complex food system, has been a challenge for the production of
gluten-free bread. Extensive research has been done using hydrocolloids, gums, dietary
fiber, dairy ingredients and other cereal flours for the production of gluten-free bread
(Gallagher, Gormley, & Arendt, 2004). Zein, the main protein in the maize endosperm,
has been studied to try to replicate gluten dough viscoelasticity. At room temperature,
zein does not form a viscoelastic dough; however, Lawton (1992) found that when zein is
mixed with >20% water at above its glass transition temperature, it is able to form a
viscoelastic dough implying that above its Tg, the protein is more mobile and it is able to
interact better with other flour components. Moreover, milk proteins are used in the food
industry due to its high nutritional value, availability, and to enhance food functional
properties which makes them suitable for bread production. This study focused on dough
properties of different flour composites. A main protein (zein), a small amount of coprotein (5% w/w of casein, sodium caseinate, glutenin, and gliadin), and different
starches (corn, wheat, and rice) mixed at room temperature and 35°C were used to
determine the dough rheological properties to better understand how proteins interact
with each other and with carbohydrates during bread dough formation. The effect of coprotein, starch source and glass transition temperature were analyzed using small
deformation tests, large deformation tests, and oscillatory squeezing flow.
In general, doughs made with rice starch mixed at 35°C showed similar or slightly
improved rheological characteristics when compared to gluten dough: low delta, high
complex modulus, and high extensional viscosity implying an elastic dough with high
strength and resistance to deformation. Moreover, rice starch doughs showed
significantly lower glass transition temperature than pure gluten as well as gluten mixed
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with the rice starch at both mixing temperatures. This could be attributed to the
interaction between rice starch and a more mobile protein (zein) to form a strong and
extensible viscoelastic structure. These results recommend that source of starch and its
structural properties are important when trying to replicate wheat dough. In this case, rice
starch presents a higher level of damaged starch granules (Tester, 1997) which at 35°C
will promote zein-zein and zein-starch interactions to facilitate formation of fibrils upon
stretching. Moreover, zein is said to form β-sheets, when mixed above its glass transition
temperature, which are believed to substantially contribute to the elastic behavior of
gluten in wheat dough (Mejia, Mauer, & Hamaker, 2007). Furthermore, co-protein
addition to zein doughs made of corn, wheat, and rice starch mixed at room temperature
and 35°C showed some similarity or slight improvement when compared to gluten dough.
This study suggests that a small amount of co-protein could also change the functionality
of another protein, in this case zein, in order to create a more viscoelastic system that is
gluten-free. The initial hypothesis of this study was to prove that co-protein addition
would improve dough viscoelasticity as well as decrease the glass transition temperature
of zein dough composites. In addition, the source of starch was tested to better understand
the protein-carbohydrate interaction during dough formation and baking properties. Rice
starch composites proved to have overall better rheological properties than the other two
starches. Further research should be done in order to determine the appropriate amount of
co-protein that should be added to the system to analyze how it affects the system as well
as other types of co-proteins to better assess interactions between co-protein and zein.
Also, similar starches to that of rice should be studied to better understand how it imparts
dough properties when mixed with zein.
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APPENDIX

OSF MANUAL
A. Getting Started
1. Turn on the power to the Realistic MPA-45 Amplifier. Make sure the volume is 0.
2. Turn on the power to the Siglab box.
3. Turn the computer. If the computer is already on, it must be restarted or it won’t
detect the Siglab box.
4. Turn on the power to the Texture Analyzer HD Plus.
5. Make sure Siglab boots up while the computer is booting up. The Siglab status
windows should read “OK”, ”T5”, or “ac”
6. To login to the computer:
Username: siglab
Password: xxxxyyyy**
** Or ask Stan Harlow about the latest password and username
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B. Texture Analyzer HD Plus
1. Make sure that the proper load cell is in place. If not you will need to calibrate the
force once the load cell has been put in place. In order to calibrate the force, you will
need the weight hanger and a weight of usually 2 Kg. Open exponent, click on TA 
Calibrate  Force. You will be prompted with the following window. Make sure you
follow the instructions.

2.
Figure A 1: Exponent Force Calibration
3. Attach the probe to the Texture Analyzer
4. Calibrate the height. Similar as in step 2: TA  Calibrate  Height. Make sure
the probe is close to the digital hot plate and click OK. The probe will touch the
plate until it senses 1 g force and then it will move to the initial position. You will
be prompted a message saying that the height calibration was done correctly.
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Figure A 2: Exponent Height Calibration
C. Exponent
1. Once you double click on the program that is on the desktop, you will be
prompted to login. You will have to create a username and password.

Figure A 3: Exponent Login Window

2. Two windows will appear once you login, the exponent and the applications guide
window. Load the project if you already had created one. If not, close the
applications window and go to TA Settings  Library  Hold until time
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Figure A 4: Applications Guide and Exponent Window

3. The parameters used for compressing the sample to 10 N for 2 min and 2 N for 40
min were:

Figure A 5: Parameters Used for Compressing Powder
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4. Load the powder sample into the washer, lower the probe until right before it is
touching the sample.
5. Click TA  Run test. You will be prompted with the following window. Make
sure you enter the name of the sample and the file path where you want to save it.
Also, make sure you select the probe for OSF powder. Then click on Run. This
program will maintain the force constant for 40 min (or whatever time you need
to), after that the test will stop and the probe will rise to its original position. Since
it is a small force, any type of movement around the probe will create a
disturbance and the Texture Analyzer will try to go back to 2 N of force.
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Figure A 6: Test Configuration and Probe Selection

D. Matlab, Data Acquisition, and Running the Experiment
1. Startup Matlab program located in the desktop.
2. Once Matlab has been loaded, type “vna” in the command window to open the
OSF data acquisition program.
3. Two windows should appear:
a. One large window with a graph and a smaller window in upper right
corner of the screen. The graph window will show an average reading of
the response as a function of frequency.
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b. In the non-graph window, click on “vfg” in the toolbar. Another small
window should appear in the lower right corner of the screen. The upper
window will be referred to as vna window, and the lower window will be
referred to as the vfg window.

Figure A 7: VNA, VFG, and Graph Windows

c. In the vna window, the following parameters were used for this set of
experiments. 1.3 V is the sensitivity and it may be decreased or increased
depending on the sample. Do not decrease it too low otherwise the
instrument will overload. The record length can be increased or
decreased depending on how often (points) you want data collected and
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stop at count depends on how many readings you will like to take in
order to obtain your average data graph.

Figure A 8: VNA Parameters
d. In the vfg window, set the second drop down box to “Random” and
choose the bandwidth/frequency from the wide drop-down box. The
equipment can be operated over a range of frequencies from 1 kHz to 20
kHz. It is not recommended to use frequencies below or above the limits
since it could damage the piezo crystal. Make sure you click the all off
grey box and that it turns into all on grey box. This will actually turn the
instrument to record data.
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Select Random
Bandwidth/
Frequency

All ON
Figure A 9:VFG Parameters
e. In the graph window, click on the gray box that says “Avg”. This will
actually start recording data. Do not forget to click this box, otherwise the
instrument will be on but you will not have recorded any data. Also,
make sure that the axes are set up as shown in the following figure.
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Figure A 10: Graph Window Parameters

E. Saving the Experiment
1. After you collected the data and the graph window has refreshed itself
with new data, go to the Exponent window and stop the test.
2. In the Vna window, click File > Save as > C:\Program
Files\Matlab\R2011b . Create a name for your sample. Make sure the
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sample is saved in the Matlab folder otherwise when you call for the file,
it will say that it does not exist.
F. Evaluating Data files and Exporting to Excel
The following Matlab code was used to call all the variables into the Matlab
environment:
The name of my sample was G_S1_10C_1  G_S1 was gluten + corn starch, 10°C
was the temperature at which I wanted the rheological properties measured at, 1 was
the trial number. Depending on what time of test you are going to use the naming
will be different.
% To call all the variables at once
Zinstrument=vna('get','meas');save('Zinstrument')
G_S1_10C_1=vna('get','meas');save('G_S1_10C_1')
G_S1_20C_1=vna('get','meas');save('G_S1_20C_1')
G_S1_30C_1=vna('get','meas');save('G_S1_30C_1')
G_S1_40C_1=vna('get','meas');save('G_S1_40C_1')
G_S1_50C_1=vna('get','meas');save('G_S1_50C_1')
G_S1_60C_1=vna('get','meas');save('G_S1_60C_1')
G_S1_70C_1=vna('get','meas');save('G_S1_70C_1')
G_S1_80C_1=vna('get','meas');save('G_S1_80C_1')
G_S1_90C_1=vna('get','meas');save('G_S1_90C_1')
G_S1_100C_1=vna('get','meas');save('G_S1_100C_1')

The Following Matlab code was used to graph the mass effective of the system for
further calculations. You should do this every time you test a new sample. The data
will be exported to excel and you can select the last value in the spreadsheet to be
your mass effective. In my case, since I had 10 different temperatures on the same
sample, I averaged the mass effective of the system. In order to obtain the impedance
of the sample, we have to subtract the total impedance minus the impedance of the
instrument. In order to do so, raise the probe without any sample or anything
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touching the probe, run the experiment, and save it as Zinstrument. This will be used
for all the experiments; it will provide the impedance of the instrument or a baseline
for all you samples with the same probe.
%This is prepared to calculate the mass of the system
factor = 114; %this converts the ratio of acceleration m/s2 to force
N from volts to m/s2/N
load 'Zinstrument.vna' -mat;
Zinstrument = SLm;
f_Zinstrument= Zinstrument.fdxvec;
w_Zinstrument= 2*pi*f_Zinstrument;
tran_Zinstrument= Zinstrument.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_Zinstrument= (1i.\w_Zinstrument).*(1./tran_Zinstrument');
load 'G_S1_10C_1.vna' -mat;% load the data files in the *.vna
format
G_S1_10C_1 = SLm;
f_G_S1_10C_1= G_S1_10C_1.fdxvec;% Imports frequency from SLm vna
structured file
w_G_S1_10C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_10C_1;% Converts frequency from Hz to
rad/sec
tran_G_S1_10C_1= G_S1_10C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor; % Imports the
Force and Acceleration measurements and converts voltage to m/s2/N
z_G_S1_10C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_10C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_10C_1');
% Forms
the complex matrix for the Impedance
load 'G_S1_20C_1.vna' -mat;
G_S1_20C_1 = SLm;
f_G_S1_20C_1= G_S1_20C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_20C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_20C_1;
tran_G_S1_20C_1= G_S1_20C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_20C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_20C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_20C_1');
load 'G_S1_30C_1.vna' -mat;
G_S1_30C_1 = SLm;
f_G_S1_30C_1= G_S1_30C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_30C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_30C_1;
tran_G_S1_30C_1= G_S1_30C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_30C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_30C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_30C_1');
load 'G_S1_40C_1.vna' -mat;
G_S1_40C_1 = SLm;
f_G_S1_40C_1= G_S1_40C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_40C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_40C_1;
tran_G_S1_40C_1= G_S1_40C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_40C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_40C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_40C_1');
load 'G_S1_50C_1.vna' -mat;
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G_S1_50C_1 = SLm;
f_G_S1_50C_1= G_S1_50C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_50C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_50C_1;
tran_G_S1_50C_1= G_S1_50C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_50C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_50C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_50C_1');
load 'G_S1_60C_1.vna' -mat;
G_S1_60C_1=SLm;
f_G_S1_60C_1= G_S1_60C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_60C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_60C_1;
tran_G_S1_60C_1= G_S1_60C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_60C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_60C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_60C_1');
load 'G_S1_70C_1.vna' -mat;
G_S1_70C_1=SLm;
f_G_S1_70C_1= G_S1_70C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_70C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_70C_1;
tran_G_S1_70C_1= G_S1_70C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_70C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_70C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_70C_1');
load 'G_S1_80C_1.vna' -mat;
G_S1_80C_1=SLm;
f_G_S1_80C_1= G_S1_80C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_80C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_80C_1;
tran_G_S1_80C_1= G_S1_80C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_80C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_80C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_80C_1');
load 'G_S1_90C_1.vna' -mat;
G_S1_90C_1 = SLm;
f_G_S1_90C_1= G_S1_90C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_90C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_90C_1;
tran_G_S1_90C_1= G_S1_90C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_90C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_90C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_90C_1');
load 'G_S1_100C_1.vna' -mat;
G_S1_100C_1=SLm;
f_G_S1_100C_1= G_S1_100C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_100C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_100C_1;
tran_G_S1_100C_1= G_S1_100C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_100C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_100C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_100C_1');
% To obtain the Z_Sample = Z_measured - Z_instrument
z_G_S1_10C_1_s=z_G_S1_10C_1-z_Zinstrument;
z_G_S1_20C_1_s=z_G_S1_20C_1-z_Zinstrument;
z_G_S1_30C_1_s=z_G_S1_30C_1-z_Zinstrument;
z_G_S1_40C_1_s=z_G_S1_40C_1-z_Zinstrument;
z_G_S1_50C_1_s=z_G_S1_50C_1-z_Zinstrument;
z_G_S1_60C_1_s=z_G_S1_60C_1-z_Zinstrument;
z_G_S1_70C_1_s=z_G_S1_70C_1-z_Zinstrument;
z_G_S1_80C_1_s=z_G_S1_80C_1-z_Zinstrument;
z_G_S1_90C_1_s=z_G_S1_90C_1-z_Zinstrument;
z_G_S1_100C_1_s=z_G_S1_100C_1-z_Zinstrument;
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% plot of imag(Z_sample)/w vs w to determine the effective mass
M10=imag(z_G_S1_10C_1_s)./(w_G_S1_10C_1);
M20=imag(z_G_S1_20C_1_s)./(w_G_S1_20C_1);
M30=imag(z_G_S1_30C_1_s)./(w_G_S1_30C_1);
M40=imag(z_G_S1_40C_1_s)./(w_G_S1_40C_1);
M50=imag(z_G_S1_50C_1_s)./(w_G_S1_50C_1);
M60=imag(z_G_S1_60C_1_s)./(w_G_S1_60C_1);
M70=imag(z_G_S1_70C_1_s)./(w_G_S1_70C_1);
M80=imag(z_G_S1_80C_1_s)./(w_G_S1_80C_1);
M90=imag(z_G_S1_90C_1_s)./(w_G_S1_90C_1);
M100=imag(z_G_S1_100C_1_s)./(w_G_S1_100C_1);
figure(4)
plot (f_G_S1_10C_1, M10,'v:',...
f_G_S1_20C_1, M20,'o:',...
f_G_S1_30C_1, M30,'*:',...
f_G_S1_40C_1, M40,'sq:',...
f_G_S1_50C_1, M50,'+:',...
f_G_S1_60C_1, M60,'v:',...
f_G_S1_70C_1, M70,'o:',...
f_G_S1_80C_1, M80,'*:',...
f_G_S1_90C_1, M90,'sq:',...
f_G_S1_100C_1, M100,'+:','markersize',5);
axis auto
title('MASS OF THE SYSTEM = EFFECTIVE MASS')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)','FontName','times','FontSize',12);
ylabel ('Imag(Z_s_a_m_p_l_e)/w','FontName','times','FontSize',12)
legend('m10','m20','m30','m40','m50','m60','m70','m80','m90','m100');
A0=M10';
B0=M20';
C0=M30';
D0=M40';
E0=M50';
F0=M60';
G0=M70';
H0=M80';
I0=M90';
J0=M100';

col_header={'M10','M20','M3O','M40','M50','M60','M70','M80','M90','M
100'}; %Row cell array (for column labels)
xlswrite('m_1.xlsx',A0,'Sheet1','A2'); %Write data
xlswrite('m_1.xlsx',B0,'Sheet1','B2'); %Write data
xlswrite('m_1.xlsx',C0,'Sheet1','C2'); %Write data
xlswrite('m_1.xlsx',D0,'Sheet1','D2'); %Write data
xlswrite('m_1.xlsx',E0,'Sheet1','E2'); %Write data
xlswrite('m_1.xlsx',F0,'Sheet1','F2'); %Write data
xlswrite('m_1.xlsx',G0,'Sheet1','G2'); %Write data
xlswrite('m_1.xlsx',H0,'Sheet1','H2'); %Write data
xlswrite('m_1.xlsx',I0,'Sheet1','I2'); %Write data
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xlswrite('m_1.xlsx',J0,'Sheet1','J2'); %Write data
xlswrite('m_1.xlsx',col_header,'Sheet1','A1'); %Write column header

The following Matlab code was used to analyze the different rheological parameters
for the sample: stiffness, mobility, G’, G”, tan delta, G*, η’, η”. At the end of the
code it shows how to export data to excel.
%This is prepared to calculate the characteristics of Material tested
using
%the siglab vna interface
factor = 114; %this converts the ratio of acceleration m/s2 to force N
from volts to m/s2/N
load 'Zinstrument.vna' -mat;
Zinstrument = SLm;
f_Zinstrument= Zinstrument.fdxvec;
w_Zinstrument= 2*pi*f_Zinstrument;
tran_Zinstrument= Zinstrument.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_Zinstrument= (1i.\w_Zinstrument).*(1./tran_Zinstrument');
load 'G_S1_10C_1.vna' -mat;
G_S1_10C_1 = SLm;
f_G_S1_10C_1= G_S1_10C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_10C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_10C_1;
tran_G_S1_10C_1= G_S1_10C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_10C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_10C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_10C_1');
load 'G_S1_20C_1.vna' -mat;
G_S1_20C_1 = SLm;
f_G_S1_20C_1= G_S1_20C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_20C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_20C_1;
tran_G_S1_20C_1= G_S1_20C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_20C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_20C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_20C_1');
load 'G_S1_30C_1.vna' -mat;
G_S1_30C_1 = SLm;
f_G_S1_30C_1= G_S1_30C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_30C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_30C_1;
tran_G_S1_30C_1= G_S1_30C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_30C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_30C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_30C_1');
load 'G_S1_40C_1.vna' -mat;
G_S1_40C_1 = SLm;
f_G_S1_40C_1= G_S1_40C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_40C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_40C_1;
tran_G_S1_40C_1= G_S1_40C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_40C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_40C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_40C_1');
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load 'G_S1_50C_1.vna' -mat;
G_S1_50C_1 = SLm;
f_G_S1_50C_1= G_S1_50C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_50C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_50C_1;
tran_G_S1_50C_1= G_S1_50C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_50C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_50C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_50C_1');
load 'G_S1_60C_1.vna' -mat;
G_S1_60C_1=SLm;
f_G_S1_60C_1= G_S1_60C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_60C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_60C_1;
tran_G_S1_60C_1= G_S1_60C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_60C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_60C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_60C_1');
load 'G_S1_70C_1.vna' -mat;
G_S1_70C_1=SLm;
f_G_S1_70C_1= G_S1_70C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_70C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_70C_1;
tran_G_S1_70C_1= G_S1_70C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_70C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_70C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_70C_1');
load 'G_S1_80C_1.vna' -mat;
G_S1_80C_1=SLm;
f_G_S1_80C_1= G_S1_80C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_80C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_80C_1;
tran_G_S1_80C_1= G_S1_80C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_80C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_80C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_80C_1');
load 'G_S1_90C_1.vna' -mat;
G_S1_90C_1 = SLm;
f_G_S1_90C_1= G_S1_90C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_90C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_90C_1;
tran_G_S1_90C_1= G_S1_90C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_90C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_90C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_90C_1');
load 'G_S1_100C_1.vna' -mat;
G_S1_100C_1=SLm;
f_G_S1_100C_1= G_S1_100C_1.fdxvec;
w_G_S1_100C_1= 2*pi*f_G_S1_100C_1;
tran_G_S1_100C_1= G_S1_100C_1.xcmeas(1,2).xfer.*factor;
z_G_S1_100C_1= (1i.\w_G_S1_100C_1).*(1./tran_G_S1_100C_1');

% To get the Z sample we have to substract Zmeasured - Zinstrument
z_G_S1_10C_1_s=z_G_S1_10C_1-z_Zinstrument;
z_G_S1_20C_1_s=z_G_S1_20C_1-z_Zinstrument;
z_G_S1_30C_1_s=z_G_S1_30C_1-z_Zinstrument;
z_G_S1_40C_1_s=z_G_S1_40C_1-z_Zinstrument;
z_G_S1_50C_1_s=z_G_S1_50C_1-z_Zinstrument;
z_G_S1_60C_1_s=z_G_S1_60C_1-z_Zinstrument;
z_G_S1_70C_1_s=z_G_S1_70C_1-z_Zinstrument;
z_G_S1_80C_1_s=z_G_S1_80C_1-z_Zinstrument;
z_G_S1_90C_1_s=z_G_S1_90C_1-z_Zinstrument;
z_G_S1_100C_1_s=z_G_S1_100C_1-z_Zinstrument;
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% % stiffness
m_1=0.002049416; %% This mass is obtained from the matlab code
TO_DETERMINE_MASS1.m
height = 2.9e-3;
%this is the gap thickness in meters (sample
height = 2.9 mm)
a = 9.9e-3;
% this is the plate radius in meters (9.9 mm)
s_G_S1_10C_1 = ((imag(z_G_S1_10C_1_s)+(w_G_S1_10C_1*m_1)).*w_G_S1_10C_1);
s_G_S1_20C_1 = ((imag(z_G_S1_20C_1_s)+(w_G_S1_20C_1*m_1)).*w_G_S1_20C_1);
s_G_S1_30C_1 = ((imag(z_G_S1_30C_1_s)+(w_G_S1_30C_1*m_1)).*w_G_S1_30C_1);
s_G_S1_40C_1 = ((imag(z_G_S1_40C_1_s)+(w_G_S1_40C_1*m_1)).*w_G_S1_40C_1);
s_G_S1_50C_1 = ((imag(z_G_S1_50C_1_s)+(w_G_S1_50C_1*m_1)).*w_G_S1_50C_1);
s_G_S1_60C_1 = ((imag(z_G_S1_60C_1_s)+(w_G_S1_60C_1*m_1)).*w_G_S1_60C_1);
s_G_S1_70C_1 = ((imag(z_G_S1_70C_1_s)+(w_G_S1_70C_1*m_1)).*w_G_S1_70C_1);
s_G_S1_80C_1 = ((imag(z_G_S1_80C_1_s)+(w_G_S1_80C_1*m_1)).*w_G_S1_80C_1);
s_G_S1_90C_1 = ((imag(z_G_S1_90C_1_s)+(w_G_S1_90C_1*m_1)).*w_G_S1_90C_1);
s_G_S1_100C_1 =((imag(z_G_S1_100C_1_s)+(w_G_S1_100C_1*m_1)).*w_G_S1_100C_1);
% Stiffness Plot
t = 1:2:201;
figure(6)
plot(f_G_S1_10C_1(t), s_G_S1_10C_1(t),'v:',...
f_G_S1_20C_1(t), s_G_S1_20C_1(t),'o:',...
f_G_S1_30C_1(t), s_G_S1_30C_1(t),'+:',...
f_G_S1_40C_1(t), s_G_S1_40C_1(t),'sq:',...
f_G_S1_50C_1(t), s_G_S1_50C_1(t),'*:',...
f_G_S1_60C_1(t), s_G_S1_60C_1(t),'v:',...
f_G_S1_70C_1(t), s_G_S1_70C_1(t),'o:',...
f_G_S1_80C_1(t), s_G_S1_80C_1(t),'+:',...
f_G_S1_90C_1(t), s_G_S1_90C_1(t),'sq:',...
f_G_S1_100C_1(t), s_G_S1_100C_1(t),'*:','markersize',3);
axis auto
title('Stiffness Plot')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)','FontName','times','FontSize', 12);
ylabel ('stiffness (N/m)','FontName', 'times','FontSize',12);
legend('Test@10C','Test@20C','Test@30C','Test@40C','Test@50C','Test@60C
','Test@70C','Test@80C','Test@90C','Test@100C');
%
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% Mobility Plot
t = 1:2:201;
figure(5)
plot(f_G_S1_10C_1(t), abs(1./(z_G_S1_10C_1_s(t))),'v:',...
f_G_S1_20C_1(t), abs(1./(z_G_S1_20C_1_s(t))),'o:',...
f_G_S1_30C_1(t), abs(1./(z_G_S1_30C_1_s(t))),'+:',...
f_G_S1_40C_1(t), abs(1./(z_G_S1_40C_1_s(t))),'sq:',...
f_G_S1_50C_1(t), abs(1./(z_G_S1_50C_1_s(t))),'*:',...
f_G_S1_60C_1(t), abs(1./(z_G_S1_60C_1_s(t))),'v:',...
f_G_S1_70C_1(t), abs(1./(z_G_S1_70C_1_s(t))),'o:',...
f_G_S1_80C_1(t), abs(1./(z_G_S1_80C_1_s(t))),'+:',...
f_G_S1_90C_1(t), abs(1./(z_G_S1_90C_1_s(t))),'sq:',...
f_G_S1_100C_1(t),
abs(1./(z_G_S1_100C_1_s(t))),'*:','markersize',3);
axis auto
title('Mobility Plot')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)','FontName','times','FontSize', 12);
ylabel ('Mobility (1/Z_s_a_m_p_l_e)','FontName',
'times','FontSize',12);
legend('Test@10C','Test@20C','Test@30C','Test@40C','Test@50C','Test@60C
','Test@70C','Test@80C','Test@90C','Test@100C');

% Mobility
Mob_G_S1_10C_1=abs(1./(z_G_S1_10C_1_s));
Mob_G_S1_20C_1=abs(1./(z_G_S1_20C_1_s));
Mob_G_S1_30C_1=abs(1./(z_G_S1_30C_1_s));
Mob_G_S1_40C_1=abs(1./(z_G_S1_40C_1_s));
Mob_G_S1_50C_1=abs(1./(z_G_S1_50C_1_s));
Mob_G_S1_60C_1=abs(1./(z_G_S1_60C_1_s));
Mob_G_S1_70C_1=abs(1./(z_G_S1_70C_1_s));
Mob_G_S1_80C_1=abs(1./(z_G_S1_80C_1_s));
Mob_G_S1_90C_1=abs(1./(z_G_S1_90C_1_s));
Mob_G_S1_100C_1=abs(1./(z_G_S1_100C_1_s));

%
% %This is to calculate G', G" and G*
% %Define your sample height and plate diameter in meters
%
G1_G_S1_10C_1 = (-imag(z_G_S1_10C_1_s) +
3.*m_1.*w_G_S1_10C_1.*a.^2./(20.*height.^2)).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_10C_
1 ./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
G1_G_S1_20C_1 = (-imag(z_G_S1_20C_1_s) +
3.*m_1.*w_G_S1_20C_1.*a.^2./(20.*height.^2)).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_20C_
1 ./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
G1_G_S1_30C_1 = (-imag(z_G_S1_30C_1_s) +
3.*m_1.*w_G_S1_30C_1.*a.^2./(20.*height.^2)).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_30C_
1 ./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
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G1_G_S1_40C_1 = (-imag(z_G_S1_40C_1_s) +
3.*m_1.*w_G_S1_40C_1.*a.^2./(20.*height.^2)).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_40C_
1 ./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
G1_G_S1_50C_1 = (-imag(z_G_S1_50C_1_s) +
3.*m_1.*w_G_S1_50C_1.*a.^2./(20.*height.^2)).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_50C_
1 ./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
G1_G_S1_60C_1 = (-imag(z_G_S1_60C_1_s) +
3.*m_1.*w_G_S1_60C_1.*a.^2./(20.*height.^2)).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_60C_
1 ./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
G1_G_S1_70C_1 = (-imag(z_G_S1_70C_1_s) +
3.*m_1.*w_G_S1_70C_1.*a.^2./(20.*height.^2)).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_70C_
1 ./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
G1_G_S1_80C_1 = (-imag(z_G_S1_80C_1_s) +
3.*m_1.*w_G_S1_80C_1.*a.^2./(20.*height.^2)).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_80C_
1 ./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
G1_G_S1_90C_1 = (-imag(z_G_S1_90C_1_s) +
3.*m_1.*w_G_S1_90C_1.*a.^2./(20.*height.^2)).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_90C_
1 ./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
G1_G_S1_100C_1 = (-imag(z_G_S1_100C_1_s) +
3.*m_1.*w_G_S1_100C_1.*a.^2./(20.*height.^2)).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_100
C_1 ./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
% %
G2_G_S1_10C_1 =
real(z_G_S1_10C_1_s).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_10C_1./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
G2_G_S1_20C_1 =
real(z_G_S1_20C_1_s).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_20C_1./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
G2_G_S1_30C_1 =
real(z_G_S1_30C_1_s).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_30C_1./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
G2_G_S1_40C_1 =
real(z_G_S1_40C_1_s).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_40C_1./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
G2_G_S1_50C_1 =
real(z_G_S1_50C_1_s).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_50C_1./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
G2_G_S1_60C_1 =
real(z_G_S1_60C_1_s).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_60C_1./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
G2_G_S1_70C_1 =
real(z_G_S1_70C_1_s).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_70C_1./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
G2_G_S1_80C_1 =
real(z_G_S1_80C_1_s).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_80C_1./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
G2_G_S1_90C_1 =
real(z_G_S1_90C_1_s).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_90C_1./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
G2_G_S1_100C_1 =
real(z_G_S1_100C_1_s).*2.*height.^3.*w_G_S1_100C_1./(3.*pi.*a.^4);
% %
% %
Gstar_G_S1_10C_1 = sqrt((G1_G_S1_10C_1).^2 + (G2_G_S1_10C_1).^2);
Gstar_G_S1_20C_1 = sqrt((G1_G_S1_20C_1).^2 + (G2_G_S1_20C_1).^2);
Gstar_G_S1_30C_1 = sqrt((G1_G_S1_30C_1).^2 + (G2_G_S1_30C_1).^2);
Gstar_G_S1_40C_1 = sqrt((G1_G_S1_40C_1).^2 + (G2_G_S1_40C_1).^2);
Gstar_G_S1_50C_1 = sqrt((G1_G_S1_50C_1).^2 + (G2_G_S1_50C_1).^2);
Gstar_G_S1_60C_1 = sqrt((G1_G_S1_60C_1).^2 + (G2_G_S1_60C_1).^2);
Gstar_G_S1_70C_1 = sqrt((G1_G_S1_70C_1).^2 + (G2_G_S1_70C_1).^2);
Gstar_G_S1_80C_1 = sqrt((G1_G_S1_80C_1).^2 + (G2_G_S1_80C_1).^2);
Gstar_G_S1_90C_1 = sqrt((G1_G_S1_90C_1).^2 + (G2_G_S1_90C_1).^2);
Gstar_G_S1_100C_1 = sqrt((G1_G_S1_100C_1).^2 + (G2_G_S1_100C_1).^2);
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%

%
eta1_G_S1_10C_1 = G2_G_S1_10C_1./w_G_S1_10C_1;
eta1_G_S1_20C_1 = G2_G_S1_20C_1./w_G_S1_20C_1;
eta1_G_S1_30C_1 = G2_G_S1_30C_1./w_G_S1_30C_1;
eta1_G_S1_40C_1 = G2_G_S1_40C_1./w_G_S1_40C_1;
eta1_G_S1_50C_1 = G2_G_S1_50C_1./w_G_S1_50C_1;
eta1_G_S1_60C_1 = G2_G_S1_60C_1./w_G_S1_60C_1;
eta1_G_S1_70C_1 = G2_G_S1_70C_1./w_G_S1_70C_1;
eta1_G_S1_80C_1 = G2_G_S1_80C_1./w_G_S1_80C_1;
eta1_G_S1_90C_1 = G2_G_S1_90C_1./w_G_S1_90C_1;
eta1_G_S1_100C_1 = G2_G_S1_100C_1./w_G_S1_100C_1;

%
eta2_G_S1_10C_1 = G1_G_S1_10C_1./w_G_S1_10C_1;
eta2_G_S1_20C_1 = G1_G_S1_20C_1./w_G_S1_20C_1;
eta2_G_S1_30C_1 = G1_G_S1_30C_1./w_G_S1_30C_1;
eta2_G_S1_40C_1 = G1_G_S1_40C_1./w_G_S1_40C_1;
eta2_G_S1_50C_1 = G1_G_S1_50C_1./w_G_S1_50C_1;
eta2_G_S1_60C_1 = G1_G_S1_60C_1./w_G_S1_60C_1;
eta2_G_S1_70C_1 = G1_G_S1_70C_1./w_G_S1_70C_1;
eta2_G_S1_80C_1 = G1_G_S1_80C_1./w_G_S1_80C_1;
eta2_G_S1_90C_1 = G1_G_S1_90C_1./w_G_S1_90C_1;
eta2_G_S1_100C_1 = G1_G_S1_100C_1./w_G_S1_100C_1;

% To send the data to excel you first have to convert the vectors into
its
% transpose and rename the variable, the you can apply the different
column
% headers and write as many columns as you would like. You can also
specify
% the sheet # you want the data to go to.

% At 10C
A0=f_G_S1_10C_1';
B0=s_G_S1_10C_1';
C0=G1_G_S1_10C_1';
D0=G2_G_S1_10C_1';
E0=Gstar_G_S1_10C_1';
F0=eta1_G_S1_10C_1';
G0=eta2_G_S1_10C_1';
H0=Mob_G_S1_10C_1';

col_header={'Frequency','Stiffness','G','G"','G*','Eta','Eta"','Mobilit
y'}; %Row cell array (for column labels)
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',A0,'10C','A2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',B0,'10C','B2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',C0,'10C','C2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',D0,'10C','D2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',E0,'10C','E2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',F0,'10C','F2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',G0,'10C','G2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',H0,'10C','H2'); %Write data
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xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',col_header,'10C','A1'); %Write column header
% At 20C
A1=f_G_S1_20C_1';
B1=s_G_S1_20C_1';
C1=G1_G_S1_20C_1';
D1=G2_G_S1_20C_1';
E1=Gstar_G_S1_20C_1';
F1=eta1_G_S1_20C_1';
G1=eta2_G_S1_20C_1';
H1=Mob_G_S1_20C_1';

col_header={'Frequency','Stiffness','G','G"','G*','Eta','Eta"','Mobilit
y'}; %Row cell array (for column labels)
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',A1,'20C','A2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',B1,'20C','B2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',C1,'20C','C2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',D1,'20C','D2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',E1,'20C','E2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',F1,'20C','F2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',G1,'20C','G2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',H1,'20C','H2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',col_header,'20C','A1'); %Write column header
% At 30C
A2=f_G_S1_30C_1';
B2=s_G_S1_30C_1';
C2=G1_G_S1_30C_1';
D2=G2_G_S1_30C_1';
E2=Gstar_G_S1_30C_1';
F2=eta1_G_S1_30C_1';
G2=eta2_G_S1_30C_1';
H2=Mob_G_S1_30C_1';

col_header={'Frequency','Stiffness','G','G"','G*','Eta','Eta"','Mobilit
y'}; %Row cell array (for column labels)
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',A2,'30C','A2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',B2,'30C','B2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',C2,'30C','C2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',D2,'30C','D2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',E2,'30C','E2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',F2,'30C','F2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',G2,'30C','G2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',H2,'30C','H2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',col_header,'30C','A1'); %Write column header

% At 40C
A3=f_G_S1_40C_1';
B3=s_G_S1_40C_1';
C3=G1_G_S1_40C_1';
D3=G2_G_S1_40C_1';
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E3=Gstar_G_S1_40C_1';
F3=eta1_G_S1_40C_1';
G3=eta2_G_S1_40C_1';
H3=Mob_G_S1_40C_1';
col_header={'Frequency','Stiffness','G','G"','G*','Eta','Eta"','Mobilit
y'}; %Row cell array (for column labels)
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',A3,'40C','A2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',B3,'40C','B2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',C3,'40C','C2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',D3,'40C','D2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',E3,'40C','E2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',F3,'40C','F2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',G3,'40C','G2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',H3,'40C','H2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',col_header,'40C','A1'); %Write column header
% At 50C
A4=f_G_S1_50C_1';
B4=s_G_S1_50C_1';
C4=G1_G_S1_50C_1';
D4=G2_G_S1_50C_1';
E4=Gstar_G_S1_50C_1';
F4=eta1_G_S1_50C_1';
G4=eta2_G_S1_50C_1';
H4=Mob_G_S1_50C_1';
col_header={'Frequency','Stiffness','G','G"','G*','Eta','Eta"','Mobilit
y'}; %Row cell array (for column labels)
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',A4,'50C','A2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',B4,'50C','B2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',C4,'50C','C2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',D4,'50C','D2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',E4,'50C','E2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',F4,'50C','F2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',G4,'50C','G2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',H4,'50C','H2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',col_header,'50C','A1'); %Write column header
% At 60C
A5=f_G_S1_60C_1';
B5=s_G_S1_60C_1';
C5=G1_G_S1_60C_1';
D5=G2_G_S1_60C_1';
E5=Gstar_G_S1_60C_1';
F5=eta1_G_S1_60C_1';
G5=eta2_G_S1_60C_1';
H5=Mob_G_S1_60C_1';

col_header={'Frequency','Stiffness','G','G"','G*','Eta','Eta"','Mobilit
y'}; %Row cell array (for column labels)
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',A5,'60C','A2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',B5,'60C','B2'); %Write data
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xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',C5,'60C','C2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',D5,'60C','D2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',E5,'60C','E2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',F5,'60C','F2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',G5,'60C','G2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',H5,'60C','H2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',col_header,'60C','A1'); %Write column header
% At 70C
A6=f_G_S1_70C_1';
B6=s_G_S1_70C_1';
C6=G1_G_S1_70C_1';
D6=G2_G_S1_70C_1';
E6=Gstar_G_S1_70C_1';
F6=eta1_G_S1_70C_1';
G6=eta2_G_S1_70C_1';
H6=Mob_G_S1_70C_1';

col_header={'Frequency','Stiffness','G','G"','G*','Eta','Eta"','Mobilit
y'}; %Row cell array (for column labels)
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',A6,'70C','A2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',B6,'70C','B2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',C6,'70C','C2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',D6,'70C','D2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',E6,'70C','E2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',F6,'70C','F2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',G6,'70C','G2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',H6,'70C','H2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',col_header,'70C','A1'); %Write column header
% At 80C
A7=f_G_S1_80C_1';
B7=s_G_S1_80C_1';
C7=G1_G_S1_80C_1';
D7=G2_G_S1_80C_1';
E7=Gstar_G_S1_80C_1';
F7=eta1_G_S1_80C_1';
G7=eta2_G_S1_80C_1';
H7=Mob_G_S1_80C_1';
col_header={'Frequency','Stiffness','G','G"','G*','Eta','Eta"','Mobilit
y'}; %Row cell array (for column labels)
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',A7,'80C','A2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',B7,'80C','B2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',C7,'80C','C2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',D7,'80C','D2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',E7,'80C','E2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',F7,'80C','F2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',G7,'80C','G2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',H7,'80C','H2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',col_header,'80C','A1'); %Write column header
% At 90C
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A8=f_G_S1_90C_1';
B8=s_G_S1_90C_1';
C8=G1_G_S1_90C_1';
D8=G2_G_S1_90C_1';
E8=Gstar_G_S1_90C_1';
F8=eta1_G_S1_90C_1';
G8=eta2_G_S1_90C_1';
H8=Mob_G_S1_90C_1';
col_header={'Frequency','Stiffness','G','G"','G*','Eta','Eta"','Mobilit
y'}; %Row cell array (for column labels)
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',A8,'90C','A2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',B8,'90C','B2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',C8,'90C','C2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',D8,'90C','D2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',E8,'90C','E2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',F8,'90C','F2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',G8,'90C','G2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',H8,'90C','H2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',col_header,'90C','A1'); %Write column header
% At 100C
A9=f_G_S1_100C_1';
B9=s_G_S1_100C_1';
C9=G1_G_S1_100C_1';
D9=G2_G_S1_100C_1';
E9=Gstar_G_S1_100C_1';
F9=eta1_G_S1_100C_1';
G9=eta2_G_S1_100C_1';
H9=Mob_G_S1_100C_1';
col_header={'Frequency','Stiffness','G','G"','G*','Eta','Eta"','Mobilit
y'}; %Row cell array (for column labels)
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',A9,'100C','A2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',B9,'100C','B2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',C9,'100C','C2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',D9,'100C','D2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',E9,'100C','E2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',F9,'100C','F2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',G9,'100C','G2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',H9,'100C','H2'); %Write data
xlswrite('G_S1.xlsx',col_header,'100C','A1'); %Write column header

** To reuse the code for a different sample go to edit > find and replace and that will help
you change the name of your sample faster with less mistakes.

